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from the dean

Major Curriculum Change Underway
Among the many exciting things
happening at the Medical School is the significant
transformation of our curriculum.
The multi-year project will result in a unique curriculum that produces physicians equipped to care
for and improve the health of patients locally and
globally, and lead and succeed as major players in our
nation’s health care system.
Science, medicine and health care have changed
dramatically since many of us graduated. The new
curriculum recognizes and addresses our dynamic
environment with several major changes:
• Integration of clinical and scientific training so that students will gain hands-on
experience from week one and foundational science will be taught in the clinical
setting;
• More flexibility and customization for students so they have more time to
focus on their particular interests and gain additional skills and expertise;
• Competency-based milestones for students that will ensure they have the skills
necessary to function successfully on day one of residency; and
• Major emphasis on leadership skills – including teamwork, communication,
change management and health systems management – to equip graduates for
the leadership roles they will play in clinical practice, science, government and
more.
We’ve already begun implementing some of these changes and will continue to
roll out new components over the next few years. We expect all the improvements to
roll out sequentially until 2020, when we will graduate the first class to experience the
new curriculum in its entirety.
Why change, you may ask? The University of Michigan Medical School is highly
ranked and attracts the brightest faculty and most promising students. Our graduates
earn residency placements at the finest institutions in the country. But just think how
much has changed and will continue to change. Our understanding of health and disease is increasing dramatically; new technologies are remaking diagnoses, therapeutic
options, disease monitoring and patient communication; and, society and our nation’s
health system continue to demand more and more from physicians.
It is incumbent upon us to build a foundation that will support our graduates for
the entirety of their medical careers. The time for the new foundation is now.
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Recognizing our
Alumni
In the winter 2015 Medicine at Michigan magazine, the article by Jenny
Blair called “Locating Sepsis” missed
a wonderful opportunity to recognize an outstanding U-M graduate.
Emanuel Rivers, the first author of
the landmark New England Journal
of Medicine “Rivers Trial” received
his M.D. at U-M in 1981! Moreover,
the work was done at Henry Ford
Hospital, a former U-M affiliated
hospital.
Steven L. Brody (M.D. 1980)
Dorothy R. and Hubert C. Moog
Professor of Pulmonary Medicine
Washington University School of
Medicine

Reflections on 160
Years of Excellence
On April 23 and 24, 2015, alumni,
faculty, staff and trainees of cell and

developmental biology gathered to
celebrate the department’s long and
illustrious history of teaching and
research at the University of Michigan Medical School.
Departmental roots reach back to
the first professorship in anatomy,
held by Corydon L. Ford, M.D.,
from 1854 (four years after the
Medical School’s establishment) to
1890. From an original dual mission
to teach human anatomy to medical
students and to utilize comparative
anatomy as a means to understand
human form and function, departmental interests have evolved
dramatically to encompass teaching
and research in: histology, embryology, cell biology, developmental
biology, stem cell biology and
advanced imaging.
Now, 15 department chairs and 94
faculty later, the department is a vibrant hub of collaborative researchers and dedicated teachers who are
elucidating basic mechanisms that
control the cellular behaviors which
underlie human health and disease.
A gold watch, given in 1885 by Dr.
Ford to Charles Stowell, M.D., a
departmental champion of histology, sits prominently in the office
of the chair, as a constant reminder
of the department’s rich historical
legacy as well as its future potential
to fuel new discoveries in personalized and regenerative medicine.
Deborah L. Gumucio (Ph.D. 1986)
James Douglas Engel Collegiate Professor
and interim chair of the Department of
Cell and Developmental Biology

Stay in Touch!
Medicine at Michigan
wants to hear from
you. Be a part of your
Medical School
community by
sending letters to
the editor to:
pcliff@umich.edu.
Alumni, please share your
news, stories and photos
in “Class Notes”
by emailing:
lmcrawfo@umich.edu.
Corrections
In the winter 2015 issue of Medicine at
Michigan, we misidentified Richmond
Simmons (M.D. 1954) in our “Class
Notes” section, instead running a
photo of James Sisson (M.D. 1954,
Residency 1958). We regret this error
and apologize to both Drs. Simmons
and Sisson. To view the correct photo,
please visit our archives online at:
http://medicineatmichigan.org/magazine/2015/winter/rotations.

To opt-out of a print subscription to
Medicine at Michigan and instead receive email notification when
a new issue appears online, send an
email with your name and address to
medicineatmichigan@umich.edu
with “opt-out of print” in the subject
line.
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In the Lab

Scientists Grow
3-D Mini
Lungs From
Stem Cells
Model mimics human
lungs to allow scientists
to study development
and disease

organs. The organoids self-organize into

3-dimensional, sphere-like structures.

3-dimensional tissue and possess struc-

Simultaneously inhibiting two other key

tures resembling the large airways known

development pathways, the endoderm

as bronchi and small lung sacs called

became tissue that resembles the early

alveoli. However, since the orgnaoids are

lung found in embryos.

developed in a dish, the mini lungs lack

The organoids were suspended in

several components of the human lung,

a protein mixture that enabled three-

including blood vessels and neurons.

dimensional outgrowth of the tissue.

Still, scientists can use the organoids to

The next challenge was to make these

validate findings from animal research,

structures develop into lung tissue. To

an important step to show, for example,

do this, the team exposed the cells to

that a drug discovery made in animals

additional proteins that are essential for

will be effective on human tissue.

lung development.

Researchers at the U-M, along with
colleagues from the University of
California, San Francisco; Cincinnati

The resulting lung organoids survived
in the lab for over 100 days.
“We expected different cells types to

University of Michigan

Children’s Hospital Medical Center;

form, but their organization into struc-

researchers, along with a multi-institu-

and Seattle Children’s Hospital, derived

tures resembling human airways was

tional team of scientists, have used stem

organoids by manipulating several

a very exciting result,” says lead study

cells to grow the first three-dimensional

signaling pathways that control the

author Briana Dye, a graduate student in

mini lungs, called lung orgnaoids. These

formation of organs. First, stem cells

the Department of Cell and Developmen-

organoids, the name for artificial struc-

were instructed to form a type of tissue

tal Biology.

tures resembling an organ, simulate the

called endoderm, which is found in early

architecture and cellular complexity of

embryos and gives rise to the lung, liver

the National Heart, Lung and Blood In-

human lungs and may serve as a discov-

and several other internal organs.

stitute, the National Institute of Diabetes

ery tool for researchers to translate basic

Next, the scientists activated two

The research has gained support from

and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, the

science ideas into clinical innovations.

important pathways that caused the flat

March of Dimes and the U-M’s Center for

“These mini lungs can mimic the

layer of cells in the dish to organize into

Organogenesis. – SK

responses of real tissues and will be
a good model to study how organs
form, change with disease, and how
they might respond to new drugs,” says
senior study author Jason R. Spence,
Ph.D., assistant professor in the departments of Internal Medicine and Cell and
Developmental Biology.
The team published their study results
in the open access journal eLife. Their
work improves on previous research,
which has focused on deriving lung
tissue from cell systems that grow on
the bottom of tissue culture dishes, or
4

by growing cells on scaffolds of donated

Medicine at Michigan

The panel on the left is a human lung organoid generated from human pluripotent stem cells,
viewed under a microscope. The middle panel is a cross section through an organoid and
stained to visualize the lung tissue. Lung tissue in organoids is organized in a similar manner to
the adult lung, shown in the right panel.

Erika Newman

U-M Researchers
Close in on New
Treatments
for Neuroblastoma

Gut Bacteria May
Fight Disease

Researchers at the U-M’s C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital have

yeast could enable new treatments

identified a promising target for developing new therapies for kids with high-risk
neuroblastoma. Published in Molecular Cancer Research, their study found for the
first time that components of an alternative DNA repair pathway are highly
expressed in neuroblastoma tumors.
“We discovered that high-risk neuroblastoma cells preferentially use an efficient
but erroneous DNA repair pathway that gives these cells survival advantage. Importantly, children with neuroblastoma tumors harboring these alternative repair factors
have worse overall survival than children with tumors that have low expression,” says
Erika Newman, M.D. (Residency 2008), assistant professor of pediatric surgery and
surgical director of the Mott Solid Tumor Oncology Program, or MSTOP, who led
the study.
Newman says this information could provide a promising treatment option
for neuroblastoma patients by developing new therapies that disrupt the ability of
cancer cells to repair DNA damage. – MM

for autoimmune diseases.

New research co-led by U-M
faculty has found that bacteria
that aid in digesting bread and beer

The study shows how microbes
in the human digestive tract have
evolved to break down complex
carbohydrates that make up the
yeast cell wall. Adapted over 7,000
years of consuming fermented
food and drink, the ability of a gut
bacterium called Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron to degrade yeasts is
almost exclusively found in humans.
The discovery of this process could
accelerate the development of
prebiotic medicines for people with
bowel problems and autoimmune

Largest Ever Genome-Wide Study
Strengthens Genetic Link to Obesity

diseases, such as Crohn’s disease.
During the study, the U-M team,
led by Eric Martens, Ph.D., assistant
professor of microbiology and im-

Austin Thomason, Michigan Photography

munology, fed mice a customized
U-M researchers have contributed to the largest ever genome-wide

food made with bread from Ann

study to shed light on how genetics influence people’s tendency to gain weight and develop

Arbor’s nationally known Zinger-

obesity-related diseases. The team analyzed genetic samples for over half a million individu-

man’s Bakehouse. The international

als as part of the Genetic Investigation of ANthropometric Traits consortium, an interna-

research team also included Harry

tional collaboration that aims to identify genes that regulate human body size. Researchers

Gilbert, Ph.D., professor of bio-

found more than 100 locations across the genome that play roles in obesity traits. The large

chemistry at Newcastle University,

number of genes makes it less likely that one solution to beat obesity will work for everyone

and Wade Abbott, Ph.D., research

but opens the door to ways we could use genetic clues to help defeat obesity.

scientist at Agriculture and Agri-

Learning more about the genes and biological processes may guide the development of
weight-loss therapies, and help doctors tailor the health advice they give to patients.
Faculty and staff from the U-M Department of Human Genetics, Department of Epidemi-

Food Canada. The findings provide
a better understanding of how our
unique intestinal soup of bacteria —

ology, Kidney Epidemiology and Cost Center, School of Public Health, Center for Statistical

termed the microbiome — has the

Genetics, Department of Biostatistics, Department of Internal Medicine, Department of

capacity to obtain nutrients from

Computational Medicine and Bioinformatics, and the Institute for Social Research contrib-

our highly varied diet. – SK

uted to the research. – SK
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A New Way to Save Lives and Dollars
Stopping drunk drivers from starting their cars pays off
and research associate professor in the

interlock devices in all new vehicles in

Department of Emergency Medicine

the U.S. could prevent more than 59,000

and in the Biosciences Group of the

deaths and 1.25 million injuries, plus save

U-M Transportation Research Institute

$343 billion in associated costs over 15

and director of UMTRI’s Center for the

years. Those are the findings of a recent

Management of Safe and Sustainable

study from the University of Michigan

Transportation. “But we’re not advocat-

Injury Center and the U-M Transportation

ing for a policy that these devices should

Research Institute. Published online and

be required in new vehicles. The study

in the May issue of the American Journal

was meant to draw attention to and

of Public Health, it was the first study to

inform a conversation about interlocks

model the potential impact in the U.S.

by characterizing potential benefits as

of mandatory technology that tests a

these devices phase into the vehicle fleet.”

driver’s blood alcohol level before allowing

16 to 21 years old, who are under the legal
drinking age. This group is responsible

solution to drunk driving, they’re not

for 15 percent of all preventable alcohol-

widely deployed. All 50 states currently

related fatalities and injuries, according to

Reporting System and the National

have some type of device that is either

study data. Or, insurance companies or

Automotive Sampling System’s General

DMV-mandated or judicially mandated,

the federal government may grant drivers

Estimates System, researchers analyzed

usually for people with multiple drunk-

insurance breaks or tax credits for pur-

alcohol-involved crashes that resulted

driving convictions, says Patrick Carter,

chasing vehicles with interlocks installed

in injury or death and estimated that 85

M.D. (Residency 2009), lead author and

at the point of construction.

percent of fatalities and up to 88 percent

a U-M assistant professor of emergency

of non-fatal injuries could have been

medicine. However, new technology may

be implemented as part of a technol-

prevented. Based on known societal costs,

enable interlock devices to be used as a

ogy package,” Rupp says. “We’ve seen

they determined monetary savings — and

preventative measure. An initiative called

safety technologies become increasingly

found that a universal policy would hit the

the Driver Alcohol Detection System for

accepted and preventing drunk driving is

break-even point after only three years.

Safety through the National Highway Traf-

one of the most important safety steps

Given the study’s results and that it

fic Safety Administration and Alliance of

we can take.”

modeled a mandatory policy, it garnered

Automobile Manufacturers is developing

Exploring effective interlock imple-

attention from a number of media outlets

technology that could be integrated into

mentation approaches is the goal of the

including Forbes and Bloomberg.com,

cars during manufacture and require no

next generation of research, and the

plus various auto and medical websites

perceptible testing step before you start

subject of a student-driven follow-up

and blogs, but some people have misin-

— or are blocked from starting — your car.

study that recently kicked off at U-M.

his or her car to start.
Using data from the Fatality Analysis

terpreted the study, researchers say.

But even with unobtrusive technol-

“My speculation is that interlocks will

This is just one of several collaborations

ogy (which may be 8 to 10 years away,

between the Injury Center and UMTRI,

adoption of technology that can prevent

Carter says), it’s unlikely lawmakers

including one examining the repeal of

a vehicle from being driven by a drunk

would require them in all cars. Instead,

Michigan’s helmet law and studies on

driver could have enormous benefits,”

they might explore other options, such as

how to train young drivers to reduce the

says Jonathan D. Rupp, Ph.D., a co-author

making interlocks compulsory for drivers

risk of injuries. — BETH JANES

“The research shows that widespread

6

Although interlocks provide a unique
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Installing alcohol ignition

Researchers Look at
Patient Perceptions
of Physicians’ Attire

Majority of Parents Would
Test Kids’ DNA for Disease Risks

U-M has released a
A nationally representative study from the U-M

comprehensive analysis of studies

recently found that the majority of parents would use whole

on physician attire and its influence

genome sequencing to find out disease risks for themselves

Beth Tarini

on patient perceptions. Reviewing

and their children. The study found that 59 percent of the total population, including

data from 30 studies involving more

both parents and nonparents, were interested in genome sequencing. More than three-

than 11,500 adult patients in 14 coun-

fourths of parents also showed the same interest in genome sequencing for themselves

tries, researchers found that patients

as they did for their kids. Mothers as a group and parents whose youngest children

generally prefer formal physician at-

had more than two health conditions had significantly more interest in the testing for

tire, but perceptions can vary greatly

themselves and their youngest children. Those with conservative political views had

by age, locale, setting and context

considerably less interest.

of care. Doctors of either gender in

Authors note concern for how accurately the DNA results would be interpreted. Ad-

suits or white coats are more likely to

ditionally, parents could learn risks of diseases that wouldn’t affect their children until

inspire trust and confidence. But fash-

they were adults, such as breast cancer. The research team, led by senior author Beth

ion takes a backseat when it comes

Tarini, M.D., assistant professor of pediatrics and communicable diseases, hopes their

to emergency, surgical or critical care,

data will help clinicians educate their patients regarding this technology, and partner

where patients may even prefer to see

with patients in making well-informed health decisions. — BM

doctors in scrubs.
Researchers say that because

Patient-Safety Research Team Reports on
DVT Risks from Common in-arm IV Devices

doctors and hospitals now get paid
in part based on patient satisfaction,
doctors’ attire could start mattering to the bottom line. The team will

Bottom RIGHT: Austin Thomason,
Michigan Photography

launch their own international study

U-M and VA patient safety researchers have Shed Light On

of the impact of physician clothing

which factors put hospitalized patients at the highest risk for developing deep vein
thrombosis, or DVT, clots from intravenous PICC lines.
Vineet Chopra, M.D., assistant professor of internal medicine, and his colleagues at
U-M and the VA Center for Clinical Management Research and Patient Safety Enhancement Program looked at records from 909 hospital patients who received PICCs
at U-M in 2012 and 2013. In all, 268 patients developed a clot associated with their PICC.
Most of the clots developed in the first 10 days after the PICC went in.
The narrower the PICC line a patient received, the lower their risk of a DVT. Patients
who were taking aspirin and cholesterol-lowering drugs before they got their PICC also
had a lower risk. Patients who had any kind of surgery during their hospital stay, or had
had any kind of deep clot in their medical history, were more likely to get a DVT.
The results, Chopra says, suggest doctors should tread carefully when considering
PICCs for certain patients, monitor for clots, ensure patients continue taking aspirin
and statins, and take the PICC out before any operation. The team also put together
two new guides to help physicians decide which patients should receive a PICC or
other, less-risky IV device, and prevent and detect clots in patients with PICCs. — KG

choices to quantify how patients’
views of physicians change based
on what they’re wearing and where
they’re providing care. They will also
evaluate how attire might affect patients’ trust in what that doctor says
or recommends. — KG
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Exposure to
Mercury Associated
With Risk Factor
for Autoimmune
Disease
One of the greatest risk

autoimmunity.

Somers, Ph.D., Sc.M, an associate profes-

Greater exposure to mercury was

sor in the departments of internal medi-

of childbearing age may be associ-

associated with a higher rate of auto-

cine and obstetrics and gynecology, as

ated with exposure to mercury such

antibodies, a precursor to autoimmune

well as the Department of Environmental

as through seafood or other ways, a

disease. Most autoimmune diseases

Health Sciences in the School of Public

U-M study finds. Analyzing data among

are characterized by autoantibodies,

Health, note there are many health ben-

women ages 16-49 from the National

proteins made by a person’s immune

efits to seafood, a lean protein packed

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey

system when it fails to distinguish

with vital nutrients. However, the findings

from 1999-2004, researchers found that

between its own tissues and potentially

provide further evidence that women of

mercury – even at low levels generally

harmful cells.

reproductive age should be mindful of

factors for autoimmunity among women

considered safe – was associated with

The research team, led by Emily

U-M Study: Religion and Support for
Birth Control Health Coverage Can Mix

the type of fish they’re eating. — BM

Women’s Health Care Experiences and
Preferences Study, conducted by the
Program on Women’s Health Care Effectiveness Research in the U-M Depart-

assumption that a woman’s religion

percent and 63 percent respectively) –

“Debates surrounding reproductive

predicts her views on policies affecting

even ahead of non-religious women (59

health care have often been framed as

reproductive health care, according to a

percent) and women of non-Christian

religious versus non-religious but that’s

nationally representative study by the U-M.

religious affiliation (59 percent). Least

not an accurate narrative,” says lead

likely to support the ACA require-

author Elizabeth Patton, M.D., clinical

en’s opinions are mixed — even when it

ment were Baptists (48 percent) and

lecturer in obstetrics and gynecology

comes to policies that have sometimes

other Christians (45 percent). Fifty-six

and research fellow in internal medicine.

been characterized as going against

percent of women overall supported

“We need to be aware of the complexity

Christian views, such as the Affordable

mandated health coverage of con-

of how religion affects women’s views

Care Act mandate for employer-provided

traceptives and less than one-fourth

so we can design reproductive health

contraception coverage.

believed employers should be exempt

policies that truly reflect the beliefs and

from the law due to religion.

desires of most women in our country.”

Protestants and Catholics were most
likely to agree that employer health

Medicine at Michigan

Researchers analyzed data from the

— BM

Dreamstime.com

plans should cover contraception (66

Researchers found that religious wom-

8

ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology.

New research debunks the

How to Fight Superbugs in Nursing Homes
Researchers at the U-M and VA Ann Arbor Healthcare System
recently found that a targeted infection program, or TIP, may be the key to preventing
the spread of “superbugs” and reducing infections in nursing homes.
The authors examined the effect of a TIP to reduce the prevalence of multi-drug resistant organisms, or MDROs, in patients who rely on devices — such as urinary catheters
and feeding tubes — that carry a high risk of infection. The TIP intervention included
surveillance for infections and MDRO colonization; extensive staff education about key

Antacids Linked to
Cancer Survival

infection prevention practices and hand hygiene; and the use of gloves and gowns when

Patients with head and neck

providing assistance to patients for high-risk activities such as bathing and grooming.

cancer who take antacids for acid

Researchers found that MDROs were reduced by 23 percent among 418 residents in

reflux may have better overall sur-

12 southeast Michigan nursing homes who participated over the course of the three-

vival, finds a new study from the U-M

year study. The numbers of new catheter-associated urinary tract infections and new

Comprehensive Cancer Center.

MRSA acquisitions also decreased, by 46 percent and 22 percent respectively.
With the move toward integrated health care systems and reducing hospital

Doctors often prescribe proton
pump inhibitors or histamine 2 block-

length of stay, over 20 percent of Medicare beneficiaries who have a hospital stay

ers to treat reflux, a common side

now head to a nursing home first. As a result, today’s nursing home population

effect of chemotherapy or radiation

is sicker, making it increasingly important to enhance evidence-based infection

treatment for head and neck cancer.

prevention practices. Many nursing home residents will need hospitalization again,
raising the possibility that MDROs could travel with them and spread to others.
“Reduction in MDROs
Lona Mody

Top Right and Bottom Left: Scott C. Soderberg,
Michigan Photography

U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center

The researchers looked at 596
patients treated for head and neck
cancer. Patients who took antac-

among the high-risk

ids had significantly better overall

short-stay and long-stay

survival than those who didn’t take

nursing home population

them. Proton pump inhibitors, which

will decrease transmis-

include drugs like Prilosec, Nexium

sion of these superbugs

and Prevacid, had a 45 percent

between institutions,”

decreased risk of death, compared

says Lona Mody, M.D.

to patients who didn’t take antacids.

(Fellowship 1999), an

Patients taking histamine 2 blockers,

associate professor of

such as Tagamet, Zantac or Pepcid,

internal medicine and re-

saw a 33 percent decreased risk. The

search associate profes-

researchers, led by Silvana Papag-

sor at the U-M Institute

erakis, M.D., Ph.D., research assistant

of Gerontology. “This

professor of otolaryngology-head

study provides a strong

and neck cancer, have begun ad-

argument to reconsider

ditional work to understand why

MDRO management

the cancer is affected and if using

in nursing homes and

antacids in people with reflux disease

devote more resources

or people with precancerous lesions

to infection prevention

might reduce their risk of developing

programs in nursing

head and neck cancer. — NF

homes.” — MBR
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Internet Connections
Massive open online course creates new learning
opportunities for medical students

ship with Michael Rubyan, a School of Public Health doctoral student with experience
in documentary filmmaking. To create the
course content, they filmed brief lectures,
and produced mini documentaries on
policy reform and newsmagazine-style

The Medical School has expanded

than 800 students enrolled in the six-

Web episodes featuring interviews with

its curriculum to include a massive open

week course, adapted from a successful

faculty from the Medical School, School

online course, or MOOC, that offers

global MOOC created by Matthew Davis,

of Public Health, School of Dentistry,

students more exposure to health policy

M.D., professor of pediatrics and commu-

School of Social Work and the School of

education and inter-professional learn-

nicable diseases and of internal medicine.

Public Policy. The students had an hour of

ing. “Understanding and Improving U.S.

“Medical School leadership asked me

materials to view online each week, and

Healthcare: Special U-M Student Edition,”

to think about how to expand the health

an additional hour of reading, reflection on

launched in January and was the univer-

policy education experience for students

course material and posting commentary

sity’s first residential MOOC. It was offered

in response to students’ requests for more

in the online discussion forums. They also

exclusively to U-M students instead of the

exposure to these topics,” says Davis, also

adapted a simulation game developed by

global audience of MOOCs offered through

a professor of health management and

Susan Goold (M.D. 1987, Residency 1990,

Coursera, an online education platform

policy at the School of Public Health and

Fellowship 1992), professor of internal

that partners with top universities to offer

professor of public policy at the Gerald R.

medicine, in which students design their

free courses. U-M was one of the first uni-

Ford School of Public Policy. “Providing the

own health plans. Additionally, students

versities to offer courses on Coursera upon

course online allowed us to bring additional

met for a 90-minute in-person session dur-

its 2012 launch.

content into the curriculum in an asynchro-

ing week five of the course.

Though the U-M MOOC is now required

nous learning format that gives students

“Usually a MOOC would not include

for medical and dental students, it was

more flexibility in the amount of time they

an in-person session,” Davis says. “But

open to students in every discipline across

spend with the material and when.”

we wanted to make this a uniquely U-M

all three U-M campuses at no cost. More

Davis developed the course in partner-

2
experience for the students to meet other
students from many different schools and
colleges at U-M.”
Students who completed the residential
MOOC reported high engagement with the
online learning materials and the in-person
classroom session.
“We know from surveys the students
completed before and after course, that
they were substantially more confident
in their knowledge of core principles of
the U.S. health care system and more
optimistic about the possibility of positive
future,” Davis says.
Davis will continue to deliver the
residential MOOC during the 2015-2016
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academic year. — ALLISON WILSON

Dreamstime.com

changes to the system occurring in the

U-M Helps Career
Changers Apply for
Medical School
A new program at the Medical
School offers college graduates from nonscience disciplines the training to become
strong candidates for medical school.
This 14-month, non-degree post-

U-M Part of National Program to
Train Doctors and Nurses Together

baccalaureate program, called Postbac
MEDPREP, launched in May with a pilot

The U-M is one of four universities launching an initiative to

cohort, and will begin accepting applica-

educate nurses and physicians together to lead policy-relevant health services

tions in August for the 2016 entering

research and encourage partnerships to improve health care.

class. It provides science coursework from

The U-M joins the University of California, Los Angeles, the University of

U-M faculty, taken with a group of peers;

Pennsylvania and Yale University in the National Clinician Scholars Program.

dedicated faculty advisors and support

At U-M, the program will be based in the Institute for Healthcare Policy and

for application to medical school; and

Innovation and will be called the IHPI-CSP Program. The program fills the gap

experiential learning opportunities in the

left after the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, or RWJF, announced in 2014

U-M health care environment. MEDPREP

that it will end its Clinical Scholars program for physicians.

also includes a “Foundations for Aspir-

The IHPI-CSP Program expands on the RWJF program by including nurse

ing Physicians” course and in-depth

scientists, in addition to physicians, to address new and emerging issues

preparation for the MCAT and admissions

related to health care delivery and improving community health.

process. Every participant will come out

The program will include those who have completed their medical degree

of the program ready to apply to U-M or

and residency training, Doctor of Nursing Practice training, or Ph.D. in nurs-

other top medical schools nationwide,

ing. The first cohort will begin the program on July 1, 2016. — KG

says program director Matthew Wishart,
Ph.D. High-performing participants may
even be chosen to apply for accelerated
“linkage” admission to medical school
while still taking part in Postbac MED-

Actor, writer and director Alan Alda recently visited the Medical

PREP, allowing them to become medical

School to present a pilot communication workshop to a crowd of U-M physi-

students soon after completion.

cians, medical students, scientists and other clinicians. Through the Alan

“This is the ideal program for a motiUMHS Department of Communication

Alan Alda visits U-M

Alda Center for Communicating Science at

vated non-science graduate who is ready

Stony Brook University in New York, Alda

for an intensive program at a high level,”

and the center’s staff work with medical

Wishart says. “We’re especially interested

schools around the country to help scien-

in those who have already sought experi-

tists and health professionals communicate

ences to help and serve others, and who

more effectively with the public. The U-M

are committed to begin formal prepara-

workshop featured interactive sessions

tion for a career in medicine.” — KG

focused on crafting a story and using improvisational techniques to inspire effective
communication.
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Looking Back

MILESTONES THAT MADE MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

War of the Pathies
The conflict around homeopathic medicine at Michigan in the mid-19th century
By Dea Boster
In spring 1852, Zina Pitcher — a

12

physician, president of the American
Medical Association and a University of
Michigan regent — attempted to block
Henry Tappan’s election to the U-M
presidency after a rumor surfaced that
the candidate had sought medical advice
from a homeopathic practitioner. Writing under an assumed name, Pitcher
contacted the physician — a Dr. Vanderburgh from New York — to verify Tappan’s sympathies toward homeopathy
and used that information to sway the
Board to elect a different candidate, Reverend William Adams. Adams declined
the offer, however, and Tappan became
the university’s first president that year.
Pitcher wasn’t alone in his opposition to the practice of homeopathic
medicine during the mid-19th century.
In fact, among the major reasons for
the founding of the American Medical
Association, or AMA, in 1847 was an attempt to limit the professional influence
of alternative, or “irregular,” medical
practitioners.
Founded decades earlier by German physician Samuel Hahnemann,
homeopathy was based on the principle
of similia similibus curantur, or “like
cures like.” As medical historian Jacalyn
Duffin describes the theory, “the best
remedy will be the one which, taken in
large doses, produces symptoms similar
to the disease to be cured; treatment
then consists of giving that remedy in
small ‘homeopathic doses.’”
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Homeopaths had a particular attraction for many at a time when allopathic
medicine — a term contrasting conventional medicine with homeopathy — was
characterized by extremely painful and
sometimes fatal treatments like bloodletting and purgatives. So the therapies
that homeopaths promoted had a certain
appeal for many American patients. In
fact, the state of Michigan’s earliest medical journal, first published in 1848, was
dedicated to homeopathic practice.
That same year, homeopaths began
petitioning the U-M and the legislature
to establish a homeopathic medical
school. During the Medical School’s first
year, the Board of Regents began receiving requests to install a chair of homeopathic medicine, or to replace fully the
allopathic curriculum with homeopathic
instruction. One observer remarked in a
Paw Paw, Michigan, newspaper in 1879,
“the war of the pathies is carried into the
United States.”
While respected Michigan physician J.H. Beech claimed in an 1858
graduation speech that “Regular

Medicine has nothing to fear from
such parasites,” many university
administrators and medical faculty
certainly considered homeopathy in
Michigan to be a significant threat
in the mid-19th century. Some U-M
regents, including Pitcher, went to
considerable lengths to protect the
“regular” interests of the university
and its new medical department
from homeopathy’s influences.
The state’s homeopaths remained
confident. An 1854 article in the
Michigan Homeopathic Journal argued
that the “truth” of homeopathy frightened regular medical schools, and that
homeopaths “alone can cure without
making sick, or cure with any degree of
certainty.” For that reason alone, homeopathic doctors “will be borne by grateful
people, to all chairs at the college building of the Medical Department of the
State University at Ann Arbor.”
The following year, the Michigan
legislature mandated the appointment
of at least one homeopathic professor
in U-M’s Department of Medicine and

“We, the faculty and Graduates,
would be outcasts from the profession, and our diplomas would
not be worth the parchment
upon which they are printed.”

The homeopathic hospital
that eventually became
known as North Hall

Bentley Historical Library

Henry Tappan

Surgery. The Board of Regents, however, defied the state law for more than
12 years, claiming “these two principles
of medicine cannot be taught in the
same institution.” The medical faculty
agreed. Silas H. Douglass, dean of the
department, argued that a professor of
homeopathy would “destroy all good
discipline in the medical class,” invite
insults from students, violate AMA
codes and damage the reputation of
the Medical School in general. According to Douglass, “We, the faculty and
graduates, would be outcasts from the
profession, and our diplomas would not
be worth the parchment upon which
they are printed.”
It was not until after a Michigan
Supreme Court case brought by S. B.
Thayer, M.D., chair of the local Homeopathic Medical Society, that the Board of
Regents — also facing increased competition from medical schools in Detroit
and Lansing, and a threatened loss of
revenue — relented. While adamantly
refusing to incorporate homeopathy
into the Department of Medicine and
Surgery, the regents voted to create a
separate Homeopathic Medical College
on campus.
The new college opened in 1875,
though it failed to resolve the conflict

between the pathies at Michigan.
Throughout the late 19th and early
20th centuries, the two schools experienced a series of tensions and disagreements over admission rates, standards,
funding and facilities. The most heated
issue was the state’s ongoing attempts
to merge the two institutions. Initially,
the Homeopathic Medical College
consisted of only two professors — one
for materia medica and therapeutics,
another for theory and practice —
and students took remaining courses
through other departments, including
medicine and surgery, much to the
chagrin of homeopathic leaders. The
homeopathic faculty continued to
expand (albeit more slowly than their
allopathic counterpart). Eventually, the
homeopathic school offered courses in
all branches of clinical medicine, and in
the 1890s a homeopathic hospital was
constructed for clinical education.
Meanwhile, legislators made several
attempts to force consolidation. Both
schools opposed the efforts; when
Henry L. Obetz, the homeopathic
dean, advocated the proposed union
in 1893, his faculty accused him of conspiracy and called for his removal. In
1895, after a proposed move to Detroit
fell through, the Homeopathic Medi-

cal College dissolved its entire faculty
and appointed new instructors under
the leadership of Dean Wilbert Hinsdale. Faculty members of the “regular”
Medical School also adamantly opposed consolidation. In an 1895 letter
to Dean Victor Vaughan, obstetrics
professor Reuben Peterson remarked
that “the University had been wise in
establishing two separate medical departments, and time has demonstrated
the superiority of that one which has
been devoted to the interests of regular
medicines.”
Ultimately, the legislature did force
the merger, and in 1922 both the
Homeopathic Medical College and its
hospital operations ceased to exist. Homeopathic instruction was supposed
to continue in the Medical School,
but the interests of allopathic faculty
members overrode that intention.
North Hall, originally the homeopathic hospital, was the campus’ most
significant remnant of the “war of the
pathies” until it was recently demolished to make way for a new academic
building. [M]
For a selected source list, visit: http://
medicineatmichigan.org/magazine
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Michigan
advances
artificial
limbs
toward
natural
control,
movement
and sensation
By Allison Wilson
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he project manager from the Army Research
Office didn’t want to hear another word about
nails being stuffed into nerves. And he said so as
loudly and as forcefully as his fist pounding the
conference table.
Seated at that table, back in 2006, was a team
of University of Michigan researchers. The Army
Research Office had recently given them $4.5
million based on a grant proposal that went on
for hundreds of pages about “stuffing nails” — or
electrodes, more accurately — into nerves. The grant was part
of the Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative, or
MURI, whose purpose was to create “the next generation of
artificial limbs.”
The U-M team, which included reconstructive and plastic
surgeon Paul Cederna (M.D. 1989, Fellowship 1997), was focused on developing an interface that would allow amputees
to control robotic arms using the motor signals carried by
their remaining peripheral nerves — enabling the nerves that
once flexed fingers, for example, to flex prosthetic fingers.
Cederna first heard about the project through a colleague
he’d known since his years as an engineering undergrad at
U-M, Daryl Kipke, Ph.D., a U-M professor of biomedical
engineering from 2001-2013.
“He was a brain guy, and he was putting these really amazing, high-tech electrodes into the brain to record signals,”
says Cederna, who is now the Robert Oneal Collegiate
Professor and chief of plastic surgery and a professor of biomedical engineering. “I was a nerve guy. I said, ‘How about I
take your brain electrodes, and we put them into peripheral
nerves to control prostheses?’”
But that entire premise was out the window, as the team
learned during that heated kickoff meeting with the Army
Research Office.
“I didn’t give you millions of dollars to put electrodes into
nerves,” Cederna remembers the project manager telling
them. “I gave you millions of dollars because I believe in this
group, and I think you can come up with something better.”
Nearly 10 years later, that group, and its varying membership of U-M scientists, has developed paradigm-shifting
surgical techniques and technology that will allow amputees
to control prosthetic limbs just as they would their own arms
and legs. They’ve advanced the field of prosthetics through
solutions grounded in human biology. And their truly novel
work has the potential to restore fine motor control and
sensation to people who have lost limbs, so that they might
one day be able to tie their shoes or hold and feel the hands
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of their loved ones.
“We’ve come a long way because of the team we have,”
Cederna says. “I feel really fortunate to be at the U-M because we have so many amazing people in so many different
areas and having the College of Engineering working closely
with the Medical School allows us to build those bridges.
The engineers have this incredible potential to design all
sorts of things, but they don’t have the clinical problems to
address. The clinicians have a million clinical problems to
address, but they don’t have the skillset to conceptualize and
design a solution. Getting the two together makes our work
incredibly efficient and incredibly fruitful in bringing our big
ideas to patients.”

What Nerves Want
ater during the MURI site team visit, Cederna
was having lunch with Melanie Urbanchek,
Ph.D., a muscle physiologist and research associate professor of plastic surgery, and David C.
Martin, Ph.D., who was then a U-M professor
of materials science, of macromolecular science
and of biomedical engineering and the team's
principal investigator. Eager to fill the drawing
board with a more nerve-friendly approach to
their research, they considered what the severed
nerves would naturally “want.” Being a nerve guy, Cederna
knew the answer: nerves want a neuromuscular junction.
The nerves in an amputee’s residual limb continue to
grow and send motor signals to their missing arm or leg. But
with no muscle to grow into, or innervate, they gnarl into a
tangled mess called a neuroma, which can often be very painful for the amputee.
“We came up with the idea of putting small pieces of
muscle on the end of the nerves, so that the nerve would
grow back into that muscle and reinnervate it,” Cederna says.
“Then we could use that muscle as an interface to control the
prosthesis.”
They called it a regenerative peripheral nerve interface, or
RPNI. Originally, their plan was to coat the small pieces of
muscle with an organic electro-conductive polymer before
attaching them to a nerve responsible for a motor function.
So when the amputee thinks about moving their thumb, for
example, the muscle at the end of the nerve that controls

Paul Cederna explains how nerve signals
and electrodes will be used to control
prosthetics to his patient, Mike Moran.
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thumb movement would fire a signal. Polymer would pick
up that signal and convert it to an electronic signal, which
would wirelessly control a motor to move the thumb on the
prosthesis.
The approach was novel because the majority of surgeons
and engineers researching nerve interfaces were — and still
are — placing electrodes on the surface of the skin or the
nerve, suturing small wires into the nerve or penetrating the
nerve with needles. This is a short-term solution because the
nerves are delicate and build scar tissue over time. With the
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U-M team’s RPNI, that wouldn’t be an issue.
Early on, the team planned to culture small pieces of
muscle for the interface in the Neuromuscular Lab, using
a tissue engineering approach to grow the muscle cells. It
worked well enough, but it was complicated, time-consuming and would create FDA approval hurdles down the line.
Urbanchek knew there was a better way.
“I was the one growing the muscle cells, and I became
rather tired of growing those cells,” she says. “There are just
so many variables to keep those cells alive, and I thought,

cross-age transplantation experiment in which entire muscles
from older rats were grafted into young rats, and vice versa.
They were trying to determine whether the young muscle
would regenerate better than the old muscle in the older
host. During the transplants, Carlson imbedded the stump of
the nerve into the muscle. What he found was that it wasn’t
the age or other characteristics of the muscle that determined
whether it would regenerate. It was the environment, and
nerve reinnervation (restoration of the nerve function) was a
major factor in the success or lack of success.
Applying Carlson and Faulkner’s technique to create the
RPNIs, Cederna performs microsurgery to separate the
individual nerve fascicles — or small bundles of fibers — that
remain after an amputation. He then transplants 3-by-1-centimeter pieces of muscle onto the end of each divided nerve.
Reinnervation happens quickly. Urbanchek says it’s common
to see signals firing after one month, and at three months, the
signals are mature enough to control a prosthesis.
“Moving from cell culture to whole muscle made things
incredibly simplistic,” Cederna says. “It also made our work
scalable to the average surgeon in the community who might
do this one day because the average surgeon is not doing cell
cultures. So to take a little piece of muscle and transfer it
onto the nerve was a huge deal.”

A New Sensation
Jeff Wensman, U-M Orthotics & Prosthetics Center clinical/technical director,
demonstrates how electrodes placed on
the surface of the skin can be used to
control prosthetics.

why don’t we just transfer a whole muscle from someplace
else? We already know that works.”
They knew it worked because of research done decades ago
at the U-M by Bruce Carlson, M.D., Ph.D., former chair of
the Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, now the Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, and professor
emeritus of anatomy. Carlson was interested in the physiology of muscle regeneration. So in the late 1980s, he and John
Faulkner, Ph.D., professor emeritus of molecular and integrative physiology and of biomedical engineering, devised a

fter about 350 animal experiments with the
RPNIs, the team realized that none of the
rats were getting the painful neuromas that
often plague patients who have limb loss.
Of the 185,000 amputations each year and 2
million people living with limb loss in the U.S.
alone, every one of those amputees will get
a neuroma. Just under half of them will have
neuromas that cause them significant pain.
“It’s a burning sensation, and it burns
almost 24 hours a day, seven days a week,” says Mike Moran,
a patient of Cederna’s who lost his arm on the job as a professional painter, when humidity in the air caused his ladder
to come in contact with the electricity from a power line.
“Really the neuroma pain was greater than all of the psychological trauma, the spiritual trauma and the physical trauma
of losing my arm.”
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“I see the patients, and I know what they’re going
through, and I know what we’re doing is really
going to have an impact.”

20

Moran has had two surgeries to treat his neuroma, during
which Cederna cut the nerves. Both procedures alleviated
his pain — but only until the nerves grew back. Cederna has
since transitioned his muscle graft surgery into the clinic.
And though Moran has generally been hesitant to have
another operation — after enduring a total of 25 surgeries over
the years to treat his injuries — he has expressed interest in
the new procedure, as he still grapples with neuroma pain 15
years after his accident.
“With typical neuroma patients, 30 to 40 percent get
better with the current treatments,” Cederna says. “But we
found the muscle graft surgery tends to make the pain a lot
better or go away completely. So we started doing it for the
clinical purposes of controlling neuromas and phantom limb
pain [the sensation of the presence of an amputated limb].”
Moving forward with the muscle graft surgery for clinical
purposes was a major breakthrough for the team. It positioned them to do the procedure on human patients, who
would then have the first phase of the RPNI in place for
future clinical trials. Cederna has successfully performed the
surgery on more than 20 patients.
Another breakthrough came when the team discovered
that they could utilize nerve signals for prosthetic control
without the electro-conductive polymer. Cederna says they
have currently stopped working with the polymer due to
regulatory hurdles preventing its use in human patients, but
there is a possibility they may incorporate it into the RPNI
down the line. For now, as the team found, the attached
pieces of muscle amplify the nerve signals enough so that
they can be recorded by a small electrode placed on the
muscle. The team uses the data from those nerve recordings
to program algorithms into the electronics of a robotic hand
to tell it how to respond to particular signals. This would not
be possible without the muscle amplification of the signal.
“It’s fundamentally hard to record from the nerve directly
because the signals are so small,” says Cindy Chestek, Ph.D.,
an assistant professor of biomedical engineering and the
team’s expert in brain-machine interfacing. “Now, we can
record from the muscle and get a much bigger signal from
the nerve, and because Paul dissects the nerve really, really
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well, it’s a much more specific signal. You really want to be
recording from smaller and smaller groups of neurons, even
individual neurons, in the nerve if you want to control different movements at the same time, for the fine motor control.
You can figure out which grasp the subject is trying to make
or work toward continuous position control, and all of these
things are just not available in existing prosthetic limbs.”
Making those things available will likely require more advanced electrode technology, says Nicholas Langhals, Ph.D.,
a U-M research assistant professor of plastic surgery, who has
contributed his expertise in signal processing to the effort.
He is collaborating with colleagues in electrical engineering
for pilot studies to develop flexible multichannel electrodes
to wrap around the individual RPNIs. This will potentially
allow the team to record smaller signals from more locations
on the muscle and get more data for fine motor control. The
team is also working to develop an implantable device that
would connect to the RPNIs to pick up the nerve signals
and feed them back to the prosthesis. Cederna says it will
be similar to a pacemaker box — only a very complicated
pacemaker box.
“It’s going to have to be a lot more powerful from a computer technology standpoint,” he says, “because it has so much
more information that it needs to understand and interpret.”
That information could also include sensory feedback if the
device were connected to a sophisticated enough prosthetic limb
with built-in electronic sensors. The sensors on the prosthesis
could pick up tactile information like pressure, temperature
and texture, and the electrodes on the RPNIs could, in theory,
receive those signals and feed them back to the amputee.
“Getting the control signals down to the motors on the
prosthesis is relatively straightforward at this point,” says
Brent Gillespie, Ph.D., a U-M associate professor of mechanical engineering whose Haptix Lab studies tactile sensation
in human-machine interface devices, including prosthetics.
“We’ve shown it in monkeys and rats, and we’re hoping to
move into humans pretty soon. But getting sensory feedback
from the electronic sensors back into the peripheral nervous
system is new and relatively unexplored. It’s hard to ask the
rat or the monkey what it feels, so we’re basically going to

Top and bottom: U-M Orthotics & Prosthetics Center staff use these
tools and devices to create prosthetics for patients.

need to do this exploratory research in humans.”
The clinical trials to test the function of the RPNI for motor control and sensory feedback in human patients are expected to begin within the year, and ideally the first patients
would be enrolled by this summer. The team is looking to
private foundations and public money for funding, and they
expect patients to be able to use the RPNI system, which

will be compatible with any type of prosthesis, at home in
the next few years. They are confident it will be superior to
any of the current approaches to prosthetic control, which
lack high-fidelity movement and sensory feedback.
The team is well on its way to enabling that “next generation of artificial limbs” MURI challenged them to create back
in 2006. Though, “artificial” may be a less accurate description of what this new generation promises.
“We want to get people as close as possible to where they
were before they had their horrible injury or cancer operation or whatever it was that led to limb loss,” Cederna says.
“The more [your prosthetic limb] moves realistically and the
more sensation it provides, the more it will be incorporated
into your body image. The more it’s incorporated into your
body image, the more likely you are to start using it like a
natural limb — to make gestures or to hold your child’s hand
… I see the patients, and I know what they’re going through,
and I know what we’re doing is really going to have an im[M]
pact. I feel this. I really feel it.”
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The Art of Medicine
By Lauren Crawford • Photography by Eric Bronson

A
24

group of University of
Michigan Medical School
students and faculty leans
close together, observing a
subject. There’s a silence.
A house officer bites her
lip, shifts her weight. A
first-year, squinting, steps
closer. They’re transfixed.
Standing Figure, a 1957
bronze sculpture by
modernist Alberto Giacometti, stares back. The legs, skeletal
and attenuated, support a cadaverous frame, an exaggeration
of limb and bone. The cast’s rough texture, sharp like a blade,
implies imprecision — and humanity.
This is nothing like what the students see in their medical
rounds or texts. Standing Figure is an expression of emotion in
the context of anatomy, an abstraction that questions the very
things that make us human.
Ruth Slavin, deputy director for education at the U-M
Museum of Art, or UMMA, prompts the students, probing
as they consider the piece. “What words come to mind?” she
asks. “How does this relate to the human body?” The onlookers begin to respond, coaxing out their own questions and
uncertainties as they go. For almost 20 minutes, they discuss
the sculpture, noting the artist’s intent, analyzing the figure’s
rigid stance, weighing the historical context. Giacometti may
have been influenced by the ravages of the Second World War,
Slavin notes. How does this change the impact of the work?
Should it?
Finally, she asks, “What does this piece make you wonder
about?”
The group has come to the museum as part of the Medical
Arts Program, one of only a few such programs in the country.
Founded in 2009 by Joel Howell, M.D., Ph.D., the Victor
Vaughan Professor of the History of Medicine, professor of internal medicine, of health management and policy and of history, science and the arts; and Sanjay Saint, M.D., the George
Dock Professor of Internal Medicine and chief of medicine at
the Ann Arbor Veterans Affairs Healthcare System, the program introduces medical students, house officers and faculty to
the humanities and arts.
The mission may seem simple, but in its six years it’s had a
profound effect on its participants, many of whom credit the
program with helping to shape them as doctors and as people.
That’s because the Medical Arts Program is much more than a
getaway or escapism. It’s an attempt to humanize medicine and
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to bring the doctor-patient relationship back into the spotlight.
Both Howell and Saint were largely influenced by the arts
in their own lives. As a medical student at the University of
Chicago, Howell was exposed to the city’s performing arts
scene through the generous gift of a donor, who supplied all
internal medicine residents with tickets to the symphony and
orchestra. Visits to shows and concerts bookended his studies
and became part of his education. “The arts are magical,” he
says. “They take you out of one world and throw you into
another.”
Saint experienced a similar circumstance while on sabbatical in Florence from 2007 to 2008. He noticed that almost all
the doctors were able to speak to their patients about music
and art. For those doctors, art was a secondary vocabulary used
to learn from and relate to their patients, and he envied their
aptitude.
Saint and Howell had been colleagues for years, serving
in the same division and on the same committees, but it was
only during casual conversation that they discovered a mutual
appreciation for the arts and humanities. It was a “constructive
collision,” as Saint describes. They both knew and understood
that exposure to the arts creates well-rounded students, but
they were perplexed as to why no one had directly approached
it in the medical education environment.
“Artists have thought about some of the things that we do
in medicine to a much greater extent than we have,” Saint
explains. “My thought was that it’d be nice if we could learn
from artists and apply it to our work in order to help us be
more humanistic.”
“Great art is an insight into understanding what it means to
be human — and to be human in every sense of the word: love,
pleasure, religion, death,” Howell agrees.
So, when they saw an opportunity to create such a program,
“we grabbed it,” Howell says.
The idea was to allow students and faculty to experience the
arts with “scholarly rigor” in a setting outside the classroom
or hospital. They sketched out an initial season of events,
employing local galleries, performances and venues. To get the
most impact, they decided that each event would include a
meal and a discussion — ideally led by the artists or performers
themselves.
“We weren’t so much interested in producing art critics or
historians as we were in producing physicians whose experiences with the arts made them better at being physicians,”
Howell says.
In fall 2009, they emailed medical students and faculty,
proposing a lecture on medicine and the arts by Howell at The

Stephen Riutta reads the
description of Beverly
Pepper's 1969 sculpture,
Undiscovered Threshold.
Opening spread: Laurel
Roberts stands in the
UMMA Apse.
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Trisha Paul examines
Standing Figure, a
sculpture by Alberto
Giacometti.

“I

t’s great food, terrific conversation and superb
events. We wanted to do things first-rate.”
		

Earle restaurant in Ann Arbor.
Laurel Roberts (M.D. 2012), now a third-year internal medicine resident, entered the program in her first year of medical
school and was captivated by the concept. “I kept going back,”
she says. “I thought they were the greatest thing.”
The lecture was soon followed by a concert from the Berlin
Philharmonic, a performance of Chekhov’s “Uncle Vanya” and
trips to UMMA. And, with every new event, there came a
bevy of learners.
Soon, word of this novel approach to medical education
spread across the campus — and across disciplines. UMMA
and the University Musical Society, or UMS, became official
partners. The Health System’s Gifts of Art program, which
provides art therapy to patients and families, offered its support
as well.
Ken Fischer, president of UMS, invited the program to
collaborate on a grant proposal from the Creative Campus
Innovations Program through the Association of Performing
Arts Presenters. Additional funding was secured from across
the university and from the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, which partners with the Creative Campus Innovations
Program. Eventually, the foundation’s funding extended to
three years.
“Students have no co-pay,” Saint says. “It’s great food, terrific
conversation and superb events. We wanted to do things firstrate.”
Trisha Paul, a first-year medical student and ambassador
for the program, commends its leadership for doing just that.
“They put a lot of care into planning the events,” she says.
“They know medical students have limited time; they want
this two- to three-hour event to be an enriching and fulfilling
experience for all of us.”
Paul was drawn to the program immediately. As an English major, she studied illness narratives and was fascinated
by the interaction of literature and medicine. She did not
expect, however, that she’d be able to continue exploring that
relationship in medical school. She also didn’t expect to see
a performance by Peter Sparling, a world-renowned modern
dancer and the U-M Arthur F. Thurnau Professor and Rudolf
Arnheim Distinguished University Professor of Dance, at the

very first event she attended.
A dancer herself, Paul was entranced by Sparling’s program.
“I was able to think about muscles being used for different
movement,” she says. “I connected the mechanical nature of
the human body with the artistic form and watched how the
body was relying on — and defying — its capabilities.”
Those connections constantly astound Jim Leija, director
of education and community engagement at UMS. Having
collaborated with the Medical Arts Program for the last four
years, Leija is especially inspired by participants’ reactions
to the performing arts. For Leija, Paul’s experience perfectly
encapsulates the importance of the program. “It has such an
impact,” he says. “That’s something we’ve tried to pull out in
these experiences: What does it mean to be a medical student,
to have all of this intense focus and training and have all these
demands put on you and your body — and how is that paralleled in the kind of training and practice artists undertake?”
Roberts, now an ambassador for the program, echoes that
sentiment. “One of the special things about the program is that
you get a moment to reflect on what it is you do — you reflect
on the very human aspects of medicine and the doctor-patient
relationship,” she says. “I always walk out of the events feeling
like I have this renewed energy to practice and to go to work
the next day.”
Understanding the doctor-patient relationship is essential,
but it’s often regarded as something learned through years of
experience and practice — something that’s not always accessible to early-career doctors or students, Saint notes.
James Stanley (M.D. 1964, Residency 1972), the Marion
and David Handleman Professor of Vascular Surgery and
associate chair of surgery, joined the Medical Arts Program as
a co-director in its second year. “The arts provide a basis for
students to see and listen to a patient in a much deeper sense
and encourage a richer view of the human condition,” he says.
“And those things don’t necessarily occur when you’re sitting
at a computer screen or looking at laboratory values that may
define the disease — but don’t define the patient.”
Learning to appreciate patients as complex people — as
“honest-to-God, living breathing human beings” — is a major
tenet of the program, Howell says. And, he adds, it’s impor-
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“T

o understand art, you need to understand
where it’s coming from, the same
way you do with your patients.”

tant to realize that doctors are just the same: “You’re watching
people being born; you’re watching people dying. And you’re
reacting to it — you should be reacting to it. How do you go
from a world in which you don’t cut people open to a world in
which you do?”
One of the most direct ways the program grapples with
questions like this occurs at the Joan and Bob Tisch Gallery of
Modern and Contemporary Art at UMMA. There, participants
are handed two paper tokens, one shaped like a heart and one
bearing a simple declaration of “Yuk,” and are instructed to
place them before works that inspire, challenge or even repulse

Trisha Paul (left), Stephen
Riutta (middle) and Ting
Gou (right), a 2017 M.D.
candidate and Medical
Arts Program participant,
discuss Joan Mitchell's
painting White Territory.
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them. The participants are asked to explain their choices, and a
long discussion often follows.
Slavin, who adapted this exercise from an activity developed
by Mary Erickson, a professor of art education at Arizona State
University, sees it as a way to encourage discussion and contemplation about works that might otherwise be ignored or scoffed
at. “It’s about the process of investigation and reopening oneself
after you’ve closed a door,” Slavin says. “So often it’s a moment
of discovery — about rethinking a patient and their behavior or
an initial diagnosis. Retaining that element of self-questioning is
very important.”

A favorite piece for this activity — and a piece that every
museum-goer responds to in some way — is Untitled (March 5th)
#2, by Félix González-Torres, an installation artist known for
his minimal media. Composed of two burning lightbulbs hanging over a nail, their white cords intertwined, the piece is often
mistaken for a work-in-progress or, more simply, as detritus. It’s
provocative; it’s not easily interpreted or readily explained.
“But to understand art, you need to understand where it’s
coming from, the same way you do with your patients,” Howell
explains. “They have different backgrounds, different cultures.”
After viewing, the participants are provided biographical
information on González-Torres. His partner, Ross Laycock,
was diagnosed with AIDS in the late 1980s, succumbing to it in
1991. Suddenly, a narrative begins to form — the bulbs are going
to burn out, but not at the same time.
“When we saw that piece,” Saint says, “you could see how
[González-Torres] was struggling. It manifested in a way that
spoke to all of us. In that moment, we were understanding his
pain and suffering, and we were connected.”
Grace Amadi (M.D. 2015) was struck by that narrative as
well. “The most typical response was, ‘I didn’t even realize this
was a piece of art.’ I think that was my initial opinion. But this
very common, everyday thing conveyed such a complex story.”
Amadi realizes that anecdotal information is not always
revealed. “Sometimes you’re never able to learn exactly why —
or sometimes the ‘why’ doesn’t help,” she says. “But that’s okay,
because that’s very realistic.”
It’s that ambiguity, she says, that so frequently occurs in the
medical world. “[The program] gives you these experiences in

a safe, contained way, and, when those experiences happen to
you [in medicine] — and they will — you have a foundation to
build off of.”
Still, many people ask about the necessity of the arts, says
Roberts. Why not just attend a sports game or have dinners
together to provide these types of experiences? Why does it
have to be art?
“The reason,” she says, “is that art inherently fosters
self-reflection. It fosters contemplation about the human
condition in a way a sporting event just wouldn’t capture.
That reflection is about you and about yourself within the
greater context of humanity — and about yourself in relation to your patients.”
Throughout the years, the program has been collecting
various data on its participants’ reactions and growth. Roberts,
currently writing a paper on these findings with Howell and
Saint, says that there’s promising evidence to indicate that this
approach to medical education is indeed having a positive
influence. Students are coming back from these events with
a renewed passion for their craft. There’s also protection from
burnout, which many students face in the wake of long hours
and the constant absorption of information.
As many of the events have demonstrated, you don’t even
necessarily have to like art or have any background in it, Amadi
says. You just have to be willing to approach topics from a different perspective.
“Art is a great educational tool,” Amadi says. “It’s like a forgiving patient: You can probe it and poke it and ask questions
[M]
of it — and you can always learn from it.”

Mentoring Through the Arts

G

race Amadi, like Trisha
Paul, was attracted
to the Medical Arts
Program because of
her background in
the humanities. An art history and
human biology double major, Amadi
took stewardship of the program
early on, and began an internship
with Slavin. The two became fast
friends, and in October 2013 and
2014, they co-taught an elective

class at the Medical School, which
took many cues from the Medical
Arts Program.
“I’ve been consistently impressed
with the mentorship at U-M,” Amadi
says. It’s something the program
takes very seriously and in more
ways than one. The range in age
and in experience of the attendees
means bonds are commonly forged
between pre-clinical and clinical students, which enhances the learning

process in ways that might not happen in everyday medical education.
Stephen Riutta, a first-year medical student, values that interaction.
“The fact that there are house
officers and faculty attending the
events means it’s a great way to see
people outside of your class.” More
simply, he believes, it’s a way to
maintain friendships — and “disengage from the rapid pace of medical
school.”
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Seeking
Common
Ground
UMHS works with Amish and
Mennonite communities toward
a culturally sensitive approach
to burn treatment
By Sara Talpos
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Photography by Jennifer Silverberg

			
hen an Amish child
is burned, perhaps by liquid in a canning pot or flames in the
home’s wood-burning stove, the family often turns to community healers. These trained men and women apply an ointment that looks like spun honey. In fact, honey is one of its
main ingredients, along with olive oil, wormwood, myrrh and
other plant-based substances. After the ointment is applied,
the wound is wrapped in simmered burdock leaves, which are
then secured with gauze. When it’s time to change the dress-
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ings, someone might hum or sing to soothe the child while
the leaves are removed piece-by-piece to minimize the pain of
an open wound exposed to air. Parents will assist, sometimes
holding the scissors or unrolling the gauze. When it comes to
burn care, the Amish and similar communities like Old Order
Mennonites value gentleness, community and their faith in
God’s will.

The Martins, a Mennonite family, gather around their swing set in
the backyard of their Memphis, Missouri home, while their dog,
Snickers, looks on. From left: Stacey; her husband Kevin, holding
their youngest of four sons, Larry (5); and Kristopher (11).

Occasionally, the injury is so severe that a hospital is needed
to stabilize the child. In the hospital, burn protocol is different. The patient receives a large dose of pain medication. To
maximize speed and efficiency, the dressings are removed
all at once. Nurses scrub the wound with soap, water and a
washcloth before applying FDA-approved Silvadene, which
prevents infection but slows the body’s healing. This slowing

is permitted because patients usually undergo skin grafting: a
procedure that provides rapid wound closure, shortens hospital stays and accelerates return to function — outcomes that
reflect the values of modern medicine.
“I just want to tell you how diametrically opposed these
things are,” says Stewart Wang, M.D., Ph.D., Endowed Professor of Burn Surgery, professor of surgery and director of burn
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surgery at University Hospital, when comparing the Amish
approach to burn treatment with that of the medical community. Despite good intentions on both sides, opposing expectations have created conflict at medical centers throughout the
United States, including at UMHS.
For Wang, it is important to provide culturally sensitive
care for a religious community that has historically avoided
burn units. Yet some professionals question whether delaying
standard protocol might put a patient’s life in danger. Wang
concedes that it isn’t easy to find a middle ground that satisfies
both sides.
“But,” he adds with conviction, “we’re trying.”

A Burned Child

32

Wang recalls his first encounter with an Amish patient, a
young girl in the pediatric intensive care unit at C.S. Mott
Children’s Hospital. The girl was unconscious with deep open
wounds on her lower legs. A heart-lung machine was keeping
her alive. Wang explained the hospital protocol to the girl’s
parents, and they refused it.
He tried again, and they refused again.
The girl’s family belonged to the Plain community, which
consists of Christian groups, including the Amish and Old
Order Mennonites, who choose to live a simple, plain lifestyle
separated from the rest of the world. The Amish and Old Order
Mennonites often settle in the same regions of the country,
where farmland is available for growing food and raising families.
They have their own stores, leather shops, construction workers
and healers. Individual members do go out into the wider world,
but on the whole, the Plain community is highly self-sufficient.
The Amish use modern technology sparingly (unlike Mennonites who own cars and cell phones). Many forgo electricity,
relying on wood-burning stoves and kerosene lamps. This
may explain why they have a higher incidence of burns than
the general population. Over time, the Plain community has
developed its own regimen for the treatment of burn wounds:
the use of a salve called Burn and Wound, or B&W, ointment
with dressings of wild burdock leaves simmered to make them
pliable. Plain community members would like to use this
treatment in the hospital while minimizing the use of pain
medication and skin grafting.
After the girl’s family refused care for the second time, Wang
thought, “I’m a surgeon. I’m busy. I’m here to offer a service.
They’ve refused. I’ll go away.” He was polite but ready to help
his next patient — until the pediatric intensive care specialists
stopped him.
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There had been reports of burned Amish children dying at
home from shock and dehydration. The Mott team wanted
Plain community families to feel comfortable seeking help.
They wanted parents to bring injured children to the hospital
sooner when the likelihood of positive outcomes is highest.
Most of all, they did not want to file a child protection order,
which would allow the delivery of potentially lifesaving medical care, but would also take custody away from engaged and
loving parents. This could erode a family’s already fragile trust
in the medical staff. In the future, the Plain community might
be even more hesitant to seek help.
So Wang returned to the room and spent time — a lot of
time — talking with the family. They explained the core tenets
of their faith; he explained their daughter’s medical condition.
The young girl wasn’t yet stable enough for skin grafting. In the
meantime, Wang wanted to treat her wounds with Silvadene.
The family insisted on B&W.
“And my background is I’m an immigrant,” Wang says. “I
came to the United States. By the time I was 7 years old, I had
seen every single major world religion. I had lived in different
parts of the world.” He was reluctant to dismiss a community’s
religious and cultural practices. And yet, he also needed to
ensure the child’s safety.
He carefully examined the wounds. They did not appear
infected, and he could monitor them.
“So I said, okay, why not?”

Ancient Remedy

Though the B&W and burdock leaf regimen was new to the
Trauma Burn Center staff, it has been widely used throughout
the Plain community for years. It was developed in the early
1990s after an Amish toddler was injured in a kitchen accident
involving a kettle filled with boiling water. The boy survived.
His father, John Keim, became determined to create a better
burn regimen for his community, one that would relieve pain
and stimulate healing. Keim honed his product, eventually settling on the current iteration of B&W. He estimates that over
a 25-year period, he treated a burn a week without once having
a patient die. Keim gathered a wealth of experience, but his
evidence remains anecdotal. There are no official records of his
work, no randomized control trials.
Wang closely monitored his young burn patient. Over time,
and to his surprise, the regimen seemed to aid in the healing
process.
“I don’t know why it works, but it works in many ways,”
Wang says. Standard treatments like Silvadene delay healing

Kristopher Martin, 11, who suffered
severe burns from an outdoor
trash fire in 2012, looks out the
window in the living room of the
Martin family home.

and require aggressive debridement — the removal of dead,
damaged or infected tissues, which tend to dry onto the
wound. The B&W regimen keeps the wound wet. “You begin
to notice the living tissues separating from the dead tissues,”
Wang explains, “whereas when we use standard treatment, the
tissues stick.” The separation of tissues eliminates the need for
vigorous scrubbing, thereby allowing new tissues to grow.
Still, the possibility of infection remains. The Plain community’s healers report that infections occur rarely, if at all,
when the B&W regimen is followed properly. Wang, who also
trained as an immunologist, speculates that this might have
something to do with the honey. Honey contains antimicrobials and has been used medicinally since Ancient Egypt. One of
the earliest medical texts, known as the Edwin Smith Papyrus,
details the use of honey on a wound.
The nurses also noticed B&W’s effects. Lori Pelham, nurse
manager for the Trauma Burn ICU, is impressed with how well
B&W has worked on Plain community patients. She suspects
that if the regimen were scientifically proven effective, it would
be used by the general public. However, in the absence of
such evidence, the burn unit staff must navigate the competing demands of evidence-based medicine and family-centered,
culturally sensitive care.
Further complicating matters, “Word went out that I would
consider the use of B&W,” says Wang, chagrined that generalizations were being drawn from his work with a single individual. What’s more: Plain community families began to arrive
with the expectation that U-M surgeons would do no grafting.

Controversy and Conversation

Thomas Bardwell, a Mennonite who lives among Plain settlements in Michigan’s Thumb, explains, “In the Amish commu-

nity in the United States, if something happens today, within
24 hours or less, everybody will know.” Many Amish families
have access to a communal phone shack or they may use a
neighbor’s phone. Still others receive news from Bardwell himself. A former hospital administrator, he currently operates a
crisis hotline for families seeking medical advice. He also serves
as an intermediary between families and treating physicians.
“The Plain community needs a major hospital,” says
Bardwell, adding that families will pay a driver to transport
them a thousand miles, bypassing other medical centers to
receive care from someone they trust. “I’ve heard it said they
only trust Dr. Wang. They may not agree with what he says,
but they trust him. That’s a big step in the Plain community.”
Bardwell praises the U-M nurses and describes Wang as “caring and compassionate.” He would like to establish the U-M as
a preferred center for Amish burn patients, though he knows
this could be difficult given that not everyone at the U-M
wants to negotiate with families.
Many support negotiations within the burn unit, but, Wang
explains, others wonder, “Why are we bending over backwards?”
This internal conflict creates a stress on the system. Criticism has
also arrived from other facilities when patients have requested
transfer to the U-M. The burn unit’s preference is for a seriously
burned child to be taken to the nearest American Burn Association-verified center. But families will then request transfer if told
that B&W is prohibited. Wang has received phone calls from
skeptical colleagues. One prominent burn surgeon even accused
the U-M of enabling malpractice. (It’s worth noting that for religious reasons, the Plain community doesn’t sue.) “You have to
understand,” Wang says, “we surgeons all think we are the best.
All of a sudden, you have these very reputable surgeons who are
being told that they need to send [patients] to Dr. Wang at the
University of Michigan.”
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The view from the edge of
the Martin family’s property.

Some even accused Wang of never doing surgery on his
Amish patients.
“I don’t avoid surgery,” Wang says. “I just spend the time
working with the family so that I get us all to the point [where
surgery is an option]. Now, you can argue about whether I
was endangering the child by spending an extra week or 10
days talking to the family and their community … But my view
is that I was very careful — it was extra work on our end to
monitor. I don’t think I ever put the patient in jeopardy.”
In his earliest conversation with the pediatric intensivists,
Wang began to suspect that optimal care may be different for
the Amish than for the general population. In Plain communities, responsibility for a sick child belongs not just to the
parents, but to the whole group. They arrive with multiple
family members, healers and elders. They bring homemade
sandwiches and other food in 5-gallon pails. “You have to take
care of them in that context,” Wang says.
For this reason, he initiated a series of meetings to determine
how to convey optimal protocols — to staff at UMHS, to the
Plain community and to outside medical centers.

Baby Steps
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One of several outcomes of the meetings was to establish a physician’s right to oversee the use of B&W, which is considered an
herbal supplement. Traditionally, herbal supplements aren’t used
in the hospital, but the Health System has a policy specifying
that patients who want a particular supplement can discuss it
with the treating physician. If the physician believes that the
potential benefit outweighs the risk, then the supplement is allowed and its use is documented in the medical record.
Beyond this, the meetings established a protocol for Plain
community wound care. The protocol states, in part, that “The
U-M Burn Center will provide a foundation of standard medi-
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cal care to ensure the safety of burn patients while incorporating Plain community approaches to burn care to the extent
possible.” The protocol outlines relevant cultural differences,
including divergent attitudes toward medication, grafting and
infection prevention. It notes the ways in which B&W has
been effectively used at the U-M and presents guidelines for
wound care. The role of the Plain community is also clarified:
Healers and parents may apply B&W in areas designated by
the burn surgeons. Other hospitals have contacted the U-M to
request and implement the protocol. Most notable is Lehigh
Valley Health Network’s Regional Burn Center, which is a
90-minute drive from Lancaster County, home of the second
largest Amish settlement in the country.
As the meetings progressed, Plain community patients continued to arrive at U-M from across the Midwest, as well as from
Pennsylvania and Canada. Pelham, the nurse manager in Trauma
Burn, saw a need to educate staff about these patients and their
culture. She invited Bardwell to the hospital to give a presentation about the history and beliefs of Plain people. It drew a large
audience, including staff from outside the burn unit.
These educational efforts, along with the new protocol,
have already benefited patients, including Kristopher Martin, a
Mennonite boy from Missouri who was burned by an outdoor
trash fire in 2012. A community healer assessed the severity of
the boy’s burns and recommended that the parents, Kevin and
Stacey Martin, request treatment at U-M.
Kristopher was initially transported by ambulance to a community hospital, where he was relatively calm and comfortable,
having been treated with the B&W and burdock leaves. Because U-M’s helicopter was not available, Kristopher was flown
to an ABA-verified burn center in Iowa City, where he stayed
two days before being taken by ambulance to Ann Arbor.
Soon after arrival at U-M, Kristopher received skin grafting
to his trunk and back, the areas most badly burned. Kevin and

Stacey were then allowed to treat their son’s hands and face
with B&W. “You can barely see that he was even burned
on his face and hands,” Stacey says. Reflecting on her son’s
6-week hospital stay, she adds, “We really appreciate that
we were even able to get into U-M and do some of Kristopher’s care ourselves. That was just a really wonderful
feeling that they trusted us to do that.”
The meetings have also begun to lay the groundwork
for a clinical trial to assess the safety and efficacy of the
B&W and the burdock leaf regimen. Wang serves as the
principal investigator with Amy Skyles, a U-M adjunct
clinical assistant professor of pharmacy and clinical pharmacist for UMHS Research Pharmacy, serving as one of
two co-investigators. Though most in the Plain community
want to avoid skin grafting altogether, Skyles, who believes
the meetings have helped establish expectations for care,
is more measured in her hopes: “Efficacy” could mean the
regimen turns out to be a good debrider, minimizing use of
painful standard methods and reducing the area that needs
grafting.
But hurdles remain, including determining how to
standardize the ointment and leaves in order to achieve
FDA approval of the study. Herbal supplements are difficult to test: Their chemical makeup varies depending on
when and where harvesting occurs. Ideally, Skyles would
like to buy standardized sources before compounding the
B&W ointment in the pharmacy. The burdock leaves are
trickier. Wang and Skyles acknowledge that the leaves

work as an occlusive dressing, but the Plain community
believes the leaves also contain an active component that
seeps into wounds and provides pain relief. They want the
leaves simmered or scalded in order to preserve the active
component. These heating methods, however, do not kill
all bacteria, and so may pose a risk to the patient.
If FDA approval is secured, the university will conduct
an open-label pilot study to establish safety under certain
parameters, including thickness of burn and the percentage
of body surface area burned. U-M will partner with two
community hospitals in the Thumb to recruit and treat
Plain community patients. If the results are promising,
further studies will follow.
These efforts may seem like baby steps, but people on
both sides are committed to the project. Keim, who first
developed the B&W and the burdock treatment, appreciates UMHS’ efforts to care for his community. Though he
would like the burdock leaves to be approved, he is prepared to first see how the ointment alone fares in a clinical
trial. For his part, Wang believes in the burn unit’s efforts
to foster a stronger relationship with Plain community
patients, one in which mutual understanding, acceptance
and trust will lead them to a common ground.
“They’re a very separate community,” he says. “And then,
every once in a while, they need our help. And how we deliver that help, I think, tells everything about us as a society
[M]
of caretakers.”

Spiritual Care at the U-M
UMHS works with patients from a variety of faiths to provide
spiritually-tailored medical care. For example, Lena Napolitano, M.D.,
the Joyce and Don Massey Family Foundation Professor, professor
of surgery and division chief of Acute Care Surgery, has published
a protocol for treating Jehovah’s Witnesses with critical life-threatening anemia, and her research into the area is ongoing. Jehovah’s
Witnesses are prohibited by their faith from receiving blood or blood
products as part of their medical care. At UMHS, these patients may
receive a bovine hemoglobin-based oxygen carrier, in addition to
high-dose erythropoietin and intravenous iron therapies.
“Spiritual care is essential in helping support patients and
families as they grapple with difficulties related to health and wellbeing,” writes Reverend Lindsay Bona, supervisor of the Spiritual
Care Department at UMHS. Bona cites a study in the Journal
of Pastoral Care indicating that for many patients and families,
religion is the most important factor enabling them to cope with

serious illness.
In addition to working with Jehovah’s Witnesses, UMHS has
worked with a variety of other religious groups, recognizing that requests for spiritually-tailored care can vary, even among members
of the same group.
When possible, for instance, health care teams will wait for
a Catholic patient to receive sacraments before undergoing
surgery or making the transition to comfort care. Similarly, with
Muslim patients, care teams try to conduct rounds and do exams
outside of obligatory prayer time, which occurs five times daily at
designated intervals. Some members of an evangelical Christian
group, Word of Faith, believe healing occurs only in the presence
of positive prayer and speech. Spiritual Care chaplains work with
these patients and their families to better understand how they
define “positive,” and to seek a middle ground, such as discussing
potentially negative news outside of the patient’s room.
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Family Embraces Mission of Taubman
Medical Research Institute
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When A. Alfred Taubman
first spoke with his family about
his emerging passion for medical
research less than a decade ago, it
made sense to his daughter, Gayle
Taubman Kalisman, president of the
Taubman Foundation.
“Slowly, later in his life, medicine
and health became the most important focus of his philanthropy,” she
says. “Everything with Dad was very
forward thinking and innovative, and
he hated to see people suffering. He
imagined a world in the future that
could be pain-free.”
That vision led to what Taubman’s
children say has become his defining
philanthropic achievement — the
2007 founding of the A. Alfred
Taubman Medical Research Institute
at the University of Michigan. The
institute today is a national force for
high-risk, high-reward research, providing funding for groundbreaking
work on a wide range of diseases, including: cancer, Alzheimer’s disease,
and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease.
Established with gifts totaling $100
million from Taubman, the institute
also is engaging other philanthropists who are drawn to its mission of
providing clinician-scientists with
flexible funding to pursue their most
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far-reaching ideas for change.
“It was very important to my dad,
and it gave him great joy on many
levels,” says son William S. Taubman,
chief operating officer and a director
of Taubman Centers, Inc. “He was
proud of the research that was done,
and he was proud to have his name
associated with the university. His
vision was that through the efforts of
the institute, scientists would have
the capability to create new medications that would have immediate impact on people’s lives. That continues
to be the institute’s great ambition.”
A. Alfred Taubman and founding
institute director Eva L. Feldman
(M.D. 1983, Ph.D. 1979, Fellowship
1988), the Russell N. DeJong Professor of Neurology at U-M, worked
together to set up “an incredible
paradigm,” Kalisman says. “Dad saw

that these doctors had a dual role
in caring for patients and in leading their own research teams. So the
quest toward new treatments and
cures would be motivated by their
interaction with their patients. He
believed that the physicians were part
of the solution. He told them that he
wanted to fund the things that might
be seen as ‘out of the box’ or not far
enough along to secure traditional
sources of grant funding.”
While the Taubman Medical Research Institute is part of an
expansive legacy — at U-M alone,
the A. Alfred Taubman College of
Architecture and Urban Planning,
the A. Alfred Taubman Health Care
Center, the A. Alfred Taubman
Health Sciences Library and the A.
Alfred Taubman Biomedical Science
Research Building — it is central to

“My dad ... understood that
he wasn’t going to see the
miracles or the discoveries,
but he believed they were
going to happen.”

Martin Vloet

Left to right: William Taubman; Gayle Taubman Kalisman; Alfred Taubman; Mary Sue Coleman, president emerita of the U-M and professor
emerita of chemistry and of biological chemistry; and Robert Taubman
at a 2008 dinner hosted in Alfred Taubman’s honor.

how the family believes he will be
remembered.
Taubman was a hands-on advisor
at the institute and a politically active advocate for stem-cell research,
in particular. His children are now
dedicated to bringing a sense of
continuity to the institute and to
stewarding their father’s commitment
to medicine.
With A. Alfred Taubman’s passing
in April, Kalisman, a U-M alumna
who served as co-chair of the
institute with her father, and her
brothers, William and Robert, who
is chairman, president and CEO of
Taubman Centers, will continue in
leadership roles.
Being at U-M “is always a great
learning experience for me,” William

Taubman says. “I am amazed by the
enthusiasm of everyone involved in
the institute, the work the institute
is funding and the hope that it will
be productive to the future.”
Some of Taubman’s nine grandchildren already are showing an interest
in the science and fundraising aspects
of the mission. Both generations are
honoring the many lessons Taubman
taught them about helping others.
“He was a Detroiter, a Michigander,
and he believed very strongly in the
importance of giving back to your
community,” William Taubman
says. “Having been blessed with the
success that he had, he very much
wanted to make a difference.”
The family also will continue to
encourage others to join them in

reaching the institute’s goals, Kalisman says. “We’re here, we’re going
to do everything we can, but we also
need help. This work can change
millions of people’s lives. The implications of it to make a difference are
just monumental. But it is something
that has to grow to be the best that it
can be.”
When speaking at her father’s
funeral, Kalisman quoted a proverb:
“A society grows great when old men
plant trees whose shade they know
they shall never sit in.”
“My dad lived his life that way,”
she says. “He understood that he
wasn’t going to see the miracles or
the discoveries, but he believed they
were going to happen.”
— MARGARETANN CROSS
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Scholars, Friends Reflect
on Taubman’s Legacy

Kim Eagle, M.D.
Albion Walter Hewlett Professor of Internal Medicine
Director of the Samuel and Jean Frankel
Cardiovascular Center
Professor of health management and policy

“

“

A. Alfred Taubman

Alfred was an inspirational man who was clearly focused
on doing good for people. He took great interest in the science itself and regularly visited the lab to speak with our
researchers about stem cells. I’ve never worked with a lay
person who had such a keen interest in discovery and science and in using his resources to make a difference in
people’s lives. He was dedicated to that. He became a good
friend over the years and was one of the most remarkable
storytellers I ever met. Alfred’s life was so full of adventure,
and even in his later years, when he reached 90, he was so
full of passion and enthusiasm. Every time I met with him,
he was passionate about moving the science forward and
his dedication was a real inspiration to those of us doing the
research.”
Max Wicha, M.D.

Madeline and Sidney Forbes Professor of Oncology
Founding Director Emeritus of the University of Michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center
Professor of internal medicine

Alfred Taubman, in his own words, hated to see others suffer and was determined to do something about it. And he was not a man to
simply give money and hope for the best. He put his own time and energy on the line — whether on the public stage, lobbying for the
legalization of stem cell research in Michigan, or privately, in advising and supporting the junior U-M Medical School faculty he believed
to be the up-and-coming clinician-scientists of tomorrow. The source of Alfred’s greatness lay in his bold, visionary ideas, his curiosity
and his willingness to take risks that changed conventional thinking in every area he touched. The immeasurable benefits his support of
medical research will bring to future generations are the legacy of his passion, his inspiration and his unmatched ability to achieve grand
results. We greatly miss our mentor, our leader and our friend. But we are more determined than ever fulfill his mission to alleviate human
suffering.”
Eva Feldman (M.D. 1983, Ph.D. 1979, Fellowship 1988)
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Scott Soderberg

“

Alfred’s passion to invest in the physician
scientists through the Taubman Institute
was really very defining. He recognized
that if we continue to invest in doctors
who trained in science, they’ll have a
better chance in identifying mechanisms
in disease and opportunities for therapy.
He was deeply, deeply passionate about
that. The thing about Alfred that was most
unusual is that I watched him express this
same passion as he interacted with the
School of Architecture, the Detroit Institute
of Arts, with Lawrence Tech, with the city
of Detroit. This same yearning to make
a difference through institutes of higher
learning and art reflect the range and the
depth of this man’s commitment and
knowledge. When he jumped in, he jumped
in and stayed, and if he saw his gift was
making difference, he didn’t pull back from
the throttle. He put his foot on the gas, and
said ‘Let’s move this along more.’ He cared
for humanity, he cared for Detroit and he
loved our university. There are very few
people you meet with such a yearning to
help our university, and it was a deep, daily
passion for him. His eyes lit up with every
advance he was part of. I really miss him.”

“

Alfred was instrumental in supporting many capital improvements at the University of Michigan, most remarkably at the Medical School and the transformative
new University Hospital that he assisted in making the case for building. While
capital improvements marked much of what he helped advance at Michigan, the
Taubman Institute was different. It wasn’t a building or a structure. It was him
understanding and believing that he could improve the human condition by using his funds and ability to motivate teams to move medical science forward. He
told me that one of the things that gave him the most joy was knowing that we
would eventually transform medicine through work based at the institute. I was
lucky to know him and see how he touched so many people’s lives. His legacy
will be the discoveries that are made in the institute by the people supported to
do this important work.”
Valerie Castle-Opipari, M.D. (Fellowship 1990)

“

Alfred Taubman appreciated the enormous challenge
to translate innovation from the world of the laboratory
to the world of patient care. In my own work, which
focuses on the creation of brain-machine interface
neuroprosthetic devices and brain pacemakers to cure
neurological disease, his enthusiasm and generous
support were both enabling and inspirational. Alfred
always wanted to hear about our efforts to advance the
field and, thanks to the support of the A. Alfred Taubman Medical Institute, there was much to share with
him. His impact on our lives will be felt for many years
to come.”
Parag Patil, M.D., Ph.D.

Ravitz Foundation Endowed Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases
Chair of pediatrics and communicable diseases
Physician-in-Chief at C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital

Associate professor of neurosurgery, of anesthesiology, of
neurology and of biomedical engineering
Taubman Emerging Scholar

Professorships Recently Inaugurated
Endowed professorships, often made possible by the generosity of private individuals and foundations, are among
the highest honors at the University of Michigan Medical
School. Below is a list of professorships inaugurated from
January through May 2015.
On March 9, two Thomas H. Simpson
Professorships were established through
funds from the Thomas H. Simpson
endowment, presented by Christine
McDonald Simpson as a memorial to her
husband who died of pernicious anemia
in 1923. Ronald Buckanovich, M.D., Ph.D.
was inaugurated as the Thomas H. Simpson Collegiate Professor and James Rae,
Ph.D., became the Thomas H. Simpson
Collegiate Professor of Cancer Research.
The Milton and Carolyn Kevreson Research Professorship in Neurology was
established on March 11. It will promote
research, teaching and clinical care in the
field of Alzheimer’s disease, which Carolyn Kevreson succumbed to in 2007. The
endowment was made possible through
a gift from the Kevreson’s estate. Hiroko
Dodge, Ph.D., director of the Biostatistics

and Data Core of the Michigan Alzheimer’s Disease Center, was installed as the
first Kevreson Professor.
William Chey, M.D. (Fellowship 1993), was
installed as the first Timothy T. Nostrant,
M.D., Collegiate Professor of Gastroenterology on March 13. Established
through gifts and funds from the Department of Internal Medicine, this professorship will honor Nostrant (Residency
1979), whose extraordinary contributions
have advanced clinical work, research,
administration and education at Michigan
for over 36 years.
The Richard and Norma Sarns Research
Professorship in Cardiac Surgery honors
the Sarns’ lasting contributions to the
field of biomedical engineering. Made
possible through a generous endow-

ment from the Sarns family, along with
other donors including the Department
of Cardiac Surgery, the professorship will
support cardiac surgery research, clinical
application and teaching. The first recipient, Richard Prager, M.D. (Residencies
1976 and 1978), director of the Samuel
and Jean Frankel Cardiovascular Center,
head of the Section of Adult Cardiac
Surgery and Thoracic Surgery Residency
Training Program director, was inaugurated on May 6.
The Edward B. Diethrich, M.D., Professorship in Biomedical Engineering
and Vascular Surgery was established
through a gift from Edward Diethrich
(M.D. 1960) and his wife, Gloria Baldwin
Diethrich. An internationally renowned
cardiovascular surgeon, Diethrich is
regarded as one of the world’s pioneers
in heart disease diagnosis and innovative
cardiovascular and noninvasive endovascular treatments. In 1971, he opened the
Arizona Heart Institute and Foundation
in Phoenix. Alberto Figueroa, Ph.D., was
named the first Diethrich Professor in a
May 18 ceremony.
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Ulysses G. J. Balis, M.D., was in-

Professor of Pathology, professor

Society for Gynecologic Oncology’s

ducted into the American Institute for

of urology and director of the Michi-

annual meeting in March. Johnston

Medical and Biological Engineering’s

gan Center for Translational Pathol-

is a professor in the Department of

College of Fellows in March. Balis, a

ogy, was inducted as a fellow of the

Obstetrics and Gynecology and prin-

professor of pathology and director of

National Academy of Inventors in a

cipal investigator for the university’s

both the Division of Pathology Infor-

March 20 ceremony. Chinnaiyan is a

Gynecologic Oncology Group clinical

matics and the Pathology Informatics

U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center

research trials.

Fellowship Program, was nominated

member and Howard Hughes Medical

for outstanding contributions to the

Institute Investigator. His research

Cheryl Taylore Lee, M.D. (Resi-

fields of laboratory instrumentation,

has led to 18 issued patents and more

dencies 1993 and 1997), has joined

pathology bioinformatics and com-

than 30 pending U.S. patent applica-

the Lakeshore Division board of the

putational imaging in histology image

tions stemming from more than 75

American Cancer Society. Lee is the

search/analysis.

new inventions.

Robert H. and Eva M. Moyad Professor

Carol Bradford (M.D. 1986, Resi-

Daniel F. Hayes, M.D., the Stuart B.

ment of Urology and director of the

dency 1992), the Charles J. Krause,

Padnos Professor of Breast Can-

Medical School Office of Continuous

M.D., Collegiate Professor of Otolar-

cer Research, professor of internal

Professional Development. As a mem-

yngology and chair of the Department

medicine and clinical director of the

ber of the board, Lee will help fulfill

of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck

Breast Oncology Program at the U-M

the society’s mission to eliminate

Surgery, received the Distinguished

Comprehensive Cancer Center, was

cancer as a major health problem

Service Award at the American Head

elected president of the American So-

through research, education, advo-

and Neck Society Annual Meeting in

ciety of Clinical Oncology, the largest

cacy and service.

April. Bradford was also elected as

oncology professional society in the

Director at Large for the American

world. He will serve as president from

John LiPuma, M.D. (Residency

Academy of Otolaryngology-Head

June 1, 2016, to May 31, 2017, and will

1983, Fellowship 1986), the James L.

and Neck Surgery, and was part of the

be immediate past-president the fol-

Wilson, M.D., Research Professor and

Class of 2014 Esteemed Women of

lowing year.

associate chair of the Department

of Urology, director of the Depart-

Medicine.

of Pediatrics and Communicable
Carolyn Johnston, M.D., was

Diseases, received the Dies Natalis

Arul Chinnaiyan (M.D. and Ph.D.

awarded the Humanitarianism and

2015 honorary doctorate during a

1999), the S. P. Hicks Endowed

Volunteerism Award during the

March ceremony in Belgium. LiPuma,
(continued on p. 42)
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Ted Lawrence: Leading the Future of Cancer Care

Ted Lawrence, M.D., Ph.D., stared into the mirror
at a spot on the left side of his tongue. After years of studying similar
spots as a radiation oncologist, he knew the implications of what he saw
staring back at him.
“I had developed tongue cancer,” says Lawrence, the Max Wicha
Distinguished Professor of Oncology, and the chair and Isadore Lampe
Professor of the Department of Radiation Oncology. “I realized I needed
help, and there was only one place I considered going.”
Lawrence was treated at the U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center,
where surgeons removed half of his tongue and speech therapists helped
him regain his ability to speak. Four years later, he is cancer-free and settling into his new role as director of the Cancer Center, succeeding Wicha,
who was the first and only director for the last 27 years.
“I feel like I’ve been training for this job my whole life in some ways,”
Lawrence says of his new role. “I’ve invested a lot of energy in my career
in developing better processes for patient care. People use the term battling cancer. I actually don’t like that term. I rather think of cancer as a
journey that our patients must take, and I want to make that journey go
as smoothly as it can by improving the processes by which we get patients into our clinics, treating them efficiently, compassionately and in a timely way and bringing them state-of-the-art clinical research.”
Lawrence has been a member of the U-M faculty since 1987. His own research focuses on using image-guided
therapy and chemoradiation combined with molecularly targeted therapies to treat brain tumors, liver cancer and
pancreatic cancer. He will continue this research, as well as his patient care activities, while staying on as chair of
radiation oncology.
In his new role leading the Cancer Center, Lawrence’s priorities include: intensifying recruitment for experts
in clinical trials; extending U-M’s presence in Michigan by building relationships with other providers across the
state; further developing research and patient care efforts in precision medicine and other laboratory based areas;
and continuing to support the outstanding programs in population sciences and health services research.
“Our strength in precision medicine will allow us to develop individualized care,” Lawrence says. “In some
cases, precision medicine means sequencing the genome and trying to choose a drug that targets the cancer driver.
In other cases, it can involve adapting treatment to the individual patient response. We can make treatment more
precise for the individual patient by starting therapy, assessing the response and changing the treatment midcourse based on the individual patient response.”
A key part of this work, Lawrence says, will be to develop innovative imaging techniques using new forms of
MRI to evaluate the patient’s underlying biology and improve upon their care. He also hopes to invest in research
in metabolomics, immunotherapy and the microbiome.
“The definition of great care is not simply what we’re doing today,” Lawrence says. “It’s incorporating cuttingedge research and patient education, and training our future physicians at the same time we deliver that care.”
Lawrence says it’s a mission he identifies with as a leader, a scientist and a cancer survivor.
“I feel like I know a little bit about what our patients are going through, and I bring that experience to our
patients now,” he says. “I’m so grateful to have received the quality and compassionate care our medical center
provides.” — ALLISON WILSON
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cause life-threatening infections.

support efforts to produce meaning-
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ful data that delineates performance

endocrinology and an investigator at

Howard Markel (M.D. 1986),
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the U-M Brehm Center for Diabetes

Ph.D., the George E. Wantz Distin-

of quality measures, and maintains

Research, and his research led to the

guished Professor of the History of

relevant quality outcomes measures
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Medicine, professor of pediatrics

to improve patient safety and care for

ity gene Clec16A, which appears to

and communicable diseases, and

patients with pelvic floor disorders.

play a role in quality control of insulin-

director of the Center for the History

producing beta cells.

of Medicine, reported on the politi-

Lewis Morgenstern (M.D. 1990),

cal and social history of infectious

director of the U-M Stroke Program,

David Williams, Ph.D., professor of

disease epidemics at the President’s

was honored by the American Stroke

anesthesiology, of internal medicine,

Commission for the Study of Bioethi-

Association at the International
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fellowships are awarded annually for

and management of stroke.

Institute for Clinical and Health

distinguished achievement in the past

Research. Williams will first serve as

and exceptional promise for future

president-elect of the American Pain
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Society for one year and then move
into the position of president for two
years.
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in print

William Chey, M.D. (Fellowship 1993),

Surgery and professor of pediatrics and

the Family Centered Experience Program

the Timothy T. Nostrant, M.D., Professor of

and of the Intensive Insulin Therapy Clinic;

Profile (MDCP): For the Functional Gastroin-

communicable diseases; Anthony Denton, chief operating officer and acting executive director at University Hospitals; Jonathan Eliason, M.D. (Fellowship 2004), the

testinal Disorders, Rome Foundation, 2015.

S. Martin Lindenauer Collegiate Professor

and integrative physiology and director of

of Vascular Surgery and associate profes-

Gastroenterology and of internal medicine,
contributed to Multi-Dimensional Clinical

David Pinsky, M.D., the J. Griswold Ruth,
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of Internal Medicine, professor of molecular
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sor of surgery; James Froehlich, M.D.
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Stanley (M.D. 1964, Residency 1972), the

professor of internal medicine: Renal Com-

(Fellowship 1996), professor of internal

Marion and David Handleman Research

plications in the Catheterization Laboratory,

medicine, director of Vascular Medicine

Professor of Vascular Surgery and associ-

Elsevier, 2014.

and of the Anticoagulation Clinic; Janet

ate chair of the Department of Surgery; and

Gilsdorf, M.D., the Robert P. Kelch, M.D.,

Robert Winfield (M.D. 1971, Residency

Co-written by Steven Donn, M.D. (Fel-

Research Professor of Pediatrics and Com-

1974), chief health officer and executive

lowship 1980), professor of pediatrics

municable Diseases Emerita; Carmen R.
Green, M.D. (Residency 1990, Fellowship

director of the University Health Service.

and communicable diseases: Neonatal
Pulmonary Graphics: A Clinical Pocket Atlas,

1992), professor of anesthesiology and of

Co-written by Kelvin L. Chou (M.D. 1998),

Springer, 2015.

obstetrics and gynecology; Gary D. Ham-

the Thomas H. and Susan C. Brown Early

mer, M.D., Ph.D., the Millie Schembechler

Career Professor of Neurology and associ-

Linda R. Larin, associate director for

Professor of Adrenal Cancer, professor of

ate professor of neurosurgery: Essential

operations and chief administrative officer

internal medicine, of cell and developmen-

Tremor in Clinical Practice, Springer, 2015.

of the Frankel Cardiovascular Center,

tal biology and of molecular and integrative

authored Inspired to Change: Improving

physiology, and director of the Center for

Steven R. Buchman, M.D., the M. Haskell

Patient Care One Story at a Time, Health

Organogenesis and of the Endocrine Oncol-

Newman Collegiate Professor of Plastic

Administration Press, 2013. Contribut-

ogy Program; Nell Burger Kirst (M.D.

Surgery, professor of neurosurgery, chief of

ing writers include: Edward Bove, M.D.

2009, Residency 2012), clinical lecturer in

pediatric plastic surgery and director of the

(Residencies 1976 and 1979), the Helen F.

family medicine; Arno Kumagai, M.D.,

Craniofacial Anomalies Program, co-wrote

and Marvin M. Kirsch Professor of Cardiac

professor of internal medicine and of

Ferraro’s Fundamentals of Maxillofacial

Surgery, chair of the Department of Cardiac

learning health sciences, and director of

Surgery, second edition, Springer, 2014.
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U-M Medical School alumni are impacting patient care, research, education
and public health in Michigan, across
the country and around the globe. We
are proud to share your stories with our
Medical School community in “Class
Notes.” Submit your alumni news and
photos for “Class Notes” to:
lmcrawfo@umich.edu.
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Jason Dykstra: Keeping Less to Do More

Life revealed its purpose to Jason Dykstra
(M.D. 2004) in University Hospital Cafeteria on an otherwise
typical day during his third year of medical school.
He was eating lunch with some of his residents, who were
collectively imagining what life would be like when they finished their medical training and could begin earning salaries
that would free them from debt. They pictured the places
they would live and the luxuries they would buy, and then
Dykstra said something that changed the tone.
“I, admittedly and completely naïvely, threw out this comment that I was hoping to maintain a lower standard of living
and maybe see what my extra money could do out in the
world for the greater good,” Dykstra says. “One of my residents looked right at me with these wide eyes and said, ‘No.
You. Won’t.’ I remember that look to this very day because
I think it challenged me to make that naïve comment into a
reality, and I never forgot that challenge.”
Today, Dykstra, a diagnostic radiologist, his wife, Laura,
and their two children through adoption live off less than
the U.S. median income in Holland, Michigan. Jason and
Laura made the decision to do so more than five years ago,
and it has allowed them to pay off all their personal debt,
while supporting causes they are passionate about. They also
give their time to various causes mentoring college students,
working with the trans-racial adoption community, and advising people experiencing infertility and financial difficulty.
Driven by his Christian faith and personal definition of
generosity, Jason says he and Laura chose their standard
of living because it allowed them to focus on how much
they were giving as well as how much they were keeping.
They wanted to embody the concept of giving more and
keeping less.
Income that the Dykstras don’t keep, which includes all
the proceeds from Jason’s 2013 book Healing and the Hereafter, goes to groups of volunteers doing humanitarian work
around the world, many of whom include Jason’s fellow
U-M alums. The family also gives to different charitable organizations that serve populations such as teenagers, veterans,
single moms and prisoners.
“That’s what makes this exciting — to be able to support

Jason and Laura
Dykstra and their two
children

causes that are really a part of who you are,” Jason says. “We
were able to sit down and say, ‘Which groups do we really
have a heart for and what did God put us here to do with this
money?’ We found organizations that were not only caring
for those people but doing it in responsible ways.”
Because Jason began living at a lower income early on in
his career, the transition was smooth from life as a medical
student and resident to his current standard of living. In fact,
he sees his decision not as a sacrifice, but as an exciting challenge that has enriched his life in unpredictable ways. Sharing
his story with colleagues and medical students over the years
has led to discussions that foster mutual appreciation for different perspectives and experiences.
“When we tell our story, we try to focus on the great
relationships and fulfilment that have come from making
this choice,” Jason says. “And hopefully people identify with
that.” — ALLISON WILSON
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State University

Royal Canadian Army Medical Corps

and served as a medic in the South

from 1940 to 1945. In 1947, Elshout re-

Pacific during World War II. In the

located to La Porte, Indiana, to start his

1970s, Bowlus was credited as a force

medical practice. He retired in 1986.

keratoconus
treatments and provided pro bono eye
care to underserved communities.

Leo Anselm Lindquist (M.D. 1953,
Residency 1958)

behind the founding of what is now the

passed away on

Otterbein-Portage Valley retirement

Samuel Giammona, M.D. (Residency

July 14, 2014. He

community near Pemberville, Ohio, and

1958, Fellowship 1959), died at the

was 87. Lindquist

was honored for his role by state and

age of 84 on March 23. Giammona

served in the

national associations. Bowlus was a

practiced academic medicine at the

U.S. Navy from

former president of the American Can-

University of Miami and at the Univer-

1945-1946.

cer Society’s Lucas County unit and

sity of California, San Diego, where he

its Ohio division. He served for nearly

was a pediatric pulmonologist and vice-

Philadelphia General Hospital in 1954

20 years on the Wood County Board of

chairman of pediatrics in the School

and completed his residency in surgery.

Health and was on the ethics commit-

of Medicine. He was the chairman of

He was a member of the Diplomates of

tee at Mercy St. Charles Hospital.

the (former) Children’s Hospital of San

the American Board of Surgery, fellow

Francisco Pediatrics Department and

of the American College of Surgeons

George William Danz (M.D. 1954)

head of the hospital’s Pediatrics Resi-

and fellow of the Frederick A. Coller

died Dec. 23, 2014, at age 85. Danz

dency Program.

Society. Lindquist practiced surgery in

He interned at

Marquette, Michigan, and in Redlands,

practiced obstetrics and gynecology in
the Wyandotte, Michigan, area for 56

Lanny Gerald Goluboff, M.D. (Resi-

California. He served as director of Sur-

years. After graduating from U-M, he

dency and Fellowship 1972), died June

gical Education in San Joaquin County

interned at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital

27, 2014. Goluboff practiced endocrinol-

Hospital near Stockton, California, and

in Flint and completed his residency at

ogy and nuclear medicine, and served

at York Hospital in York, Pennsylvania.

the Crittendon Hospital in Detroit. Danz

as chief of medicine, chief of staff and

Lindquist retired at the age of 78.

served in the U.S. Navy in San Diego,

head of the Department of Nuclear

and also in Japan. He retired in 2012.

Medicine at Northwestern Memorial

John MacGregor (M.D. 1946), age

Hospital. He became the first chief of

95, passed away April 18. MacGregor, a

staff at Humber River Hospital, while

longtime surgeon in Owosso, Michigan,

maintaining his role at Northwestern.

retired from Memorial Healthcare as

Elizabeth DeHority (M.D. 1991) was
48 when she died

a general surgeon after 57 years of

of invasive lobular

family practitioner.
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carcinoma on

Colleen Conway Grace (M.D. 2003)

April 2. The Medi-

died Feb. 1 at the age of 39 after a long

cal School admit-

battle with cancer. Grace was an oph-

Ruth Geissinger Robertson (M.D.

ted her directly

thalmologist in the Henry Ford Medical

1939) of Mt. Kisco, New York, passed

out of high school.

Group. She completed professional

away March 16. She was 98. She was

DeHority was a

training at the universities of Maryland

one of eight women in a class of 80 to

and Wisconsin. A cornea specialist,

graduate with a medical degree. Board-

Grace saved the eyesight of many

certified in obstetrics and gynecology,

service.

she moved to Mt. Kisco in 1948 where

Nathan J. Zvaifler, M.D. (Residency

of the Pediatric Neurology Metabolic

she worked at Planned Parenthood for

and Fellowship

Diseases Laboratory and Clinic, he pro-

more than 35 years. She also had a pri-

1959), passed

vided all the clinical treatment, labora-

vate practice and worked as a part-time

away on Jan.

tory study and monitoring for children

physician for the local school district.

28 at the age of

with PKU as well as children with a

87. Zvaifler, an

variety of other metabolic diseases. In

Alexander Roth, M.D. (Residency

emeritus profes-

1988, Allen helped found the Interna-

1951), died Nov. 2, 2014, in Honolulu. He

sor in the Division

tional Society for Neonatal Screening

was 94. Roth was an Army veteran and

of Rheumatol-

as a charter member. He was also a

had a private practice in Kansas City,

ogy, Allergy and Immunology at the

founder of the Child Neurology Society.

Missouri, before moving to Honolulu,

University of California, San Diego, was

Allen was honorably discharged as a

where he started an allergy and im-

an influential leader in its Department

captain in the U.S. Air Force in 1954.

munology clinic at Tripler Army Medical

of Medicine. In 1970, he was recruited

Center in 1965. Roth retired in 2008.

from Georgetown University to head

Alphonse R. Burdi (Ph.D. 1963),

the rheumatology division in the new

professor emeri-

medical school at UC San Diego. From

tus of cell and

1958), 87, died

1972 to 1974, he served as acting chair

developmental

Jan. 23 in Boca

of the Department of Medicine. The

biology, was 79

Raton, Florida.

Rheumatology Lectureship Fund was

when he passed

In 1943, Selbst

established in Zvaifler’s name by the

away on Feb. 4.

enlisted in the U.S.

Division of Rheumatology, Allergy and

Burdi was ap-

Army and served

Immunology in 2008. Its purpose is to

pointed director

as a medic in the

bring internationally recognized inves-

of the Integrated Premedical-Medical

Pacific theater. He

tigators to UC San Diego for seminars

Degrees Program, known as Inteflex.

and teaching activities.

Burdi received the honorary Doctor of

Ronald Selbst (M.D. 1954, Residency

established a private practice in Detroit
and later he shifted his focus to clinical

Science degree from the University of

administration, serving as the head of

Faculty

medical services at Kingswood Hospital

Richard J. Allen (M.D. 1949,

Athens, Greece in 2000, U-M’s Distinguished Faculty Governance Award in

in Ferndale, Michigan, and the direc-

Residency 1953),

2002 and the Medical Center Alumni

tor of psychiatric residency for Henry

professor emeritus

Society’s Distinguished Service Award

Ford Hospital in Detroit. Selbst was an

of pediatrics and

in 2003. Burdi was past president of

associate clinical professor of psychia-

neurology, died on

the American Cleft Palate-Craniofacial

try at Michigan State University; an

April 9 at the age

Association, the Craniofacial Biology

adjunct clinical professor of psychiatry

of 91. Throughout

Group of the International Association

at Wayne State University; and a past

his career, Allen

for Dental Research and the combined

president of the Michigan Psychiatric

was dedicated to

B.A./M.D. programs of the Association

Society, where he was the first recipi-

the study of inborn metabolic diseases,

of American Medical Schools. His suc-

ent of its Annual Career Achievement

including the diagnosis and medical,

cess brought him appointments to NIH

Award. He was also a Life Fellow of the

nutritional and neurological treatment

grant review panels, national scientific

American Psychiatric Association.

of children with these disorders. He

planning task forces and U-M’s Insti-

published his first scientific paper on

tutional Research Board. He authored

phenylketonuria, or PKU, in 1960. When

more than 275 books, scientific papers

passed away on Jan. 15 in Phoenix. He

Michigan began universal neonatal

and chapters in his field of craniofacial

spent his career as a family practitioner

screening for PKU in 1965, Allen col-

abnormalities and embryonic develop-

in the metro Detroit area.

laborated with the Department of Pub-

ment.

Donald H. Wittenberg (M.D. 1960)

lic Health to initiate treatment for all
infants identified with PKU. As director
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moments

learning medicine at Michigan today

Right on Time
Brian Florek (M.D. 2015) and his wife,

Jacinta, a pediatric social worker at C.S.
Mott Children’s Hospital, have strong
ties to the U-M and to Ann Arbor. It’s
where they first met, and it’s where
they decided to start their family. It’s
also where their daughter, Sloane,
made history at Von Voigtlander
Women’s Hospital: Born at 1:08 a.m. on
Jan. 1, she was the hospital’s first baby
of 2015. Brian, who will complete his
residency in ophthalmology at Henry
Ford Hospital in Detroit, and Jacinta,
pictured with 3-year-old Nolan and
6-month-old Sloane, might not have
anticipated such an exceptional arrival,
but they couldn’t be happier.
Interview by Lauren Crawford
Photo by J. Adrian Wylie

“

When we got the due date,
which was originally New Year’s Eve, I was
hoping that she be would the first. I said it
jokingly, but then it became a real possibility.
We watched the ball drop then headed right
to the hospital. Even then, I didn’t think
we’d be the first of the year, but Sloane was
ready.
The nurses did a great job helping us with
the aftercare. They really go out of their way
to take care of you, and the support from the
university has been great. Everyone’s willing to help you if you need anything, and
that makes a big difference, especially when
you’re trying to juggle school and family life.

”

—Brian Florek
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